









CITY OFFICERS, BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
The Mayor's Inaugural Address,
&C, &C.
CHARLES W. GARDNER, PRINTER, PORTSMOUTH, 1879.
* *





YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,
187 ? n />
AlsoJlie Mayor's Inaugural Address,
REPORTS OF
OFFICERS, BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
&c, &c.
PORTSMOUTH:




ON ACCOUNT OF THE
CITY FARM,
From Jan. 1st to Bee. 31st, 1878.
B^T -WTT-,T^T^ls/L S£i^V 1STINTO 1ST, STJIF'T.
EXPENDITURES.
Labor.
Paid Woodbury E. Shannon 300 00
Robert P. Aldrich 225 00
John W. Huntress 45 93
Isaac Wallace 75 70
Albert Parsons 33 69
Rockwell Varney 49 %6
James Hussey 33 40
George Anderson 26 00
Geo. O. Carkin 26 5S
James F. Shannon 36 00
William H. Nutter 13 74
William H. Dennett 17 oS
Elwood Hutton 20 So
Philip E. W^oods 9 00
Richard Roberts 25 12
Wright Bancroft 22 12
James M. Colman 6 2S
Joseph Waine 25 SS
Amos H. Twombly 23 62
Charles W. Marston 15 75
Jeremiah Long 1 2=5
Ephraim Pickering 20 62
Levi Moulton 10 12
Russell Waldon 3 50
Carried forward, 1065 74
Farming Utensils and Manure.
Brought forward,
John S. Tilton, repairing harness,
Isaiah Wilson, scythes, forks, &c.
John H. Bailey, ox, bow pins, cattle cards,
Jesse N. Wilson, wheel hubs,
C. E. Walker & Co., lime
John P. Sweetser, repairing pail,
George T. Vaughan & Co., brushes, files, &c
W. Seavey & Co., seeds, &c.
Leach & Lydston, horse shoeing,
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising,
Joseph H. Thompson & Son, manure,
Samuel Cleaves & Son, "
Chas. E. Bovnton, "
Sewall W. Webber,
Langdon M. Perkins, "
Robert C. Sides,
A. B. Trefethen, "






James W. Raitt, blacksmith work,
Woodbury Seavey & Son, seeds, &:c,
Samuel Adams & Co., lumber,
Geo. M. Huntress, repairing wagons,
Joseph P. Marden, beanpoles, &c.
Elijah Clough, pasturage,
A. "A. Fernald, lumber,
A. A. Payne, seeds, &c.
Solomon Seymour, shoeing,
William H. Canty, weighing,
Phineas D. Hoyt, repairing carts,
N. F. Mathes & Co., baskets,
Henry Beane, timber,
Geo. T. Vaughan, hay-rope,
Israel Hoyt, plank,
Rider & Cotton, Iron Axle,
C. H. Shannon, repairing harness,
Reuben Lane, bull,
Daniel Mason, manure, 12 25
1065 74
4
A. S. Trafton, for repairs farming utensils
in the years 1875 & 1S76, 21 50
16S6 19
Paid Overseers of the Poor, balance
































OVERSEERS OF THE POO It
Year ending December 31st, 1878.
EXPENDITURES.
Provisions.
James R. Yeaton, groceries, 29 1
6
E. Dennett, meat, 2^ 00
N. F. Berry, fish, 17 50
Charles W. Cottle, 1 pair oxen, 162 50
C. Robinson & Son, corn and meal, 165 63
A. A. Payne, groceries, 84 64
H. M. Clark, meat and groceries, 94 73
Thomas Neil, flour, corn, and meal. 66 42
John H. Slater, groceries, 49 6S
B. F. Mugridge, meat, 12 36
James Junkins & Co., groceries, 5S 23
H. L. Garrett &Son, meat and grocerie 124 79
George W. Randall, fish, SS 46
Vaughan Bros, bread, 8 00
Charles H. Joy, groceries, 82 oS
S. S. Frye & Son, groceries, 4 93
Joshua Brooks & Co., flour, corn and meal, 243 oS
City Farm, beef, &c, 132 06
*449 25
Clothing.
Avers & Locke, dry goods,
William B. Hussey, boots and shoes
F. E. Dearborn, straw hats.
E. S. Fay, mittens,
T. F. Stackpole, dry goods,
Morris C. Foye, dry goods,
C. E. Myers & Co., oil jacket,
Oren Bragdon, boots and shoes,
C. Dwight Hanscom «S:Co., clothes, &c,
J. W. Moses, clothing.
Staples, Stackpole, <S: Marston, dry goods,
20
John II. Slater, groceries,
C. Wesley Rand, groceries,
J. W. Parsons, medical services,
Division No. i. S. of I., groceries.
Thomas Lester, groceries,
B. F. Mugridge, groceries,
S. W. Iloyt, groceries,
D. W. Jones, medical services.
J. H. Thachcr,
James W. Nutter, team,
Margaret A. Kehoe, nursing.
N. L. Folsom. expense of pensioner.
John Turner, services,
Chas. W. Roberts, nursing,
John C. Lewis, nursing,
Gerrish & Adams, funeral expenses.
S. S. Fyre, expense of Mrs. Murray
and children to Biddeford,
141
IO
Staples, Stackpole <S: Marston, dry goods,
John P. Sweetser, furnishing goods,
John H. Bailey, hardware,
C. E. Hodgdon, ice,
Samuel Cleaves, soap, &c.
Fletcher & Tanton, coffin box, plate, &c.
Sarah Happenny, services,
Leach <S: Lydston, shoeing horse, &C.
Sarah J. Shannon, services,
Thos. Watkins, taking up body,
Mercer Goodrich, curtains,
J. L. O. Coleman, shovel,&c.
George Hayes, labor,
Woodbury Locke, carriage,





Fuel For Out-Door Pensioners.
Joseph Spinney, surveying wood, 6 oo
G. L. Trefethen, wood, 7 oo
Parker & Gannett, links, 5 70
E. F. Sise & Co., coal 218 75
Russell & Odion, coal, 131 50
Diman Hamilton, wood, 432 23
C. P. Blake, wood, 2S7 50
Florn Barri, wood, 449 04
Mrs. Albert Berry, wood, 12 00
C. E. Walker & Co., 131 50
B. M. Parker, surveying wood, 3 34
Critchley <Sc Whalley, oil, &c. 1 50
Albert P. Locke, wood, 7 00
John H. Ferguson, wood, 13S 00




William Shannon, poultry, 17 9I
Superintendent.




Marcellus Buftbrd, 36 90





For help to out-door pensioners,
From County of Rockingham,
Interest on C. S. Toppan's donation
Balance account William Shannon,
Appropriated by City,
Excess of Expenditures, paid by city,
249
Receipts and Expenditures











Total at Almshouse and City Farm,
Out-Door Pensioners,
Fuel for out-door pensioners,
Insane,
Secretary,







Interest on C. S. Toppan's donation,
Total from Almshouse and farm,
For assistance out of Almshouse
From County,
Appropriation by city






2 yoke of oxen.
i6
12 cords of wood, 7 3 GO
ioo lbs. dried apples, So oo
25 lbs. soap, i 75
50 cords manure, 312 50
2 vault carts, 275 00
1 vault cart, (horses) 50 00
4 carts, 4 pair wheels, 275 00
1 horse cart, 90 00
1 two seat wagon, 50 00
1 single buggy, 90 00
1 sleigh, 30 00
1 market sleigh, 20 00
1 market wagon, 5° °°
1 large team wagon, 60 00
3 ox sleds, 40 00
2 horse sleds, So 00
4 hay racks, 40 00
2 wood racks, 10 00
1 roller, S5 00
1 drag, 4 00
5 harrows, 30 00
1 hay tedder, 5 00
6 plows, 55 °°
1 hay press, 50 00
1 road plow, 40 00
1 mower, 7° °°
1 horse mower, 25 00
7 ox yokes, 18 00
15 hay forks, 7 50
12 manure forks, 6 00
1 cider mill, 5 00
2 cultivators, 5 00
1 horse hoe, 4 00
1 seed sower, 10 00
7 scythes and snaiths, 7 00
1 garden fork, 75
12 shovels, 6 00
6 hand rakes, 1 50
6 drag rakes, 4 00
2 corn shelters, 10 00
1 fanning mill, 5 °°
1 hay cutter, 5 00
1 root cutter, 2 00
6 large chains, 35 °°
Lot small chains, 10 00


















i scale and beam,
i meat saw,
2 sets double harnesses,






Lot of post hole tools,
i earth closet,






12 pots of lard,
























10 pairs of overalls,
10 lbs. cotton batting,
1 mash tub,
10 yds. flannel,
14 pairs men socks,
6 sheets,
Measures, cans and bags,
Lot ropes,















1 1-2 bushels of salt,
1-2 box clay pipes,
350 lbs. beef,
5 1-2 bbls. pork,
200 lbs. ham,
12 gallons kerosene oil,
14 bushels beans,
150 lbs. fresh beef,







ALMSHOUSE AND CITY FARM,
DEC. 31, 1S7S.
To The Mayor and Board of Overseers :
—
Gentlemen :—I would respectfully report that the whole
number of persons admitted to the Almshouse for the past
year, including those committed to the House of Correction, is
10.
Largest number of inmates, 42
Smallest " " 33
Average " " 38
Present " " 34
Of whom 2 are over So years of age
; 4 between
70 and So ; 6 between 60 and 70 ; 3 between 50 and 60 ; 6
between 40 and 50 ; 4 between 30 and 40 ; 5 between 20 and
304 4 under 10.
Number of deaths during the year, 2
Number of Insane and Idiots, 8
Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM SHANNON, Superintendent.





Supervision of the Mayor and Boaad of Aldermen,
Year ending December 31st, 1878.
EXPENDITUEES.
State Tax.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasurer, 20 260 00
County Tax.
Paid George E. Lane, County Treasurer, 27 730 56
City Debt.





David Kimball &Co., alcohol, &c,
William R. Preston, condition powders, &c.
Moses Yeaton, blinds,
Leach & Lydston, shoeing horses,
M.J. &W. A.Vaughan, paints,
J. F. Hall, stones,
Joshua Brooks & Co., grain,
Saml. Adams & Co., lumber,
Chs. Robinson & Son, corn meal & oats,
John H. Slater, Supplies,
Critchley & Whalley, labor,
Jas. W. Lefavor, paint,
C. E. Walker & Co., coal,
J. Howard Dodge, brooms,
Isaiah Wilson, nails, shovels, &c,
S. Cleaves & Son, hay &c,
C. D. Hanscom & Co., lantern, &c,
U. S. Canada, Express,
Daniel Mason, labor,
David Mahoney, labor,
Reuben G. Randall, labor,
Samuel S. Whidden, hay, man and horse,
George A. Perkins, man & horse,
Addison Carroll, labor,
William E. Hadley, man & horse,
Eastern R. R. Co., freight,
A. S. Carroll, man & horse,
Samuel M. Joy, labor,




Walter L. Chesley, labor,







Joseph Spinney, labor, or Teamster,
Nathaniel Shannon, labor, man and horse,
Robert C. Sides, man and horse,
Charles II. Sides, man, horse, and hay,
Joseph R. Holmes, horse, hay, &c.
John H. Bailey, nails, oil, &c,
Mrs. Clara A. Smith, labor,
John Shannon, labor, man and horse,
William F. Ham, labor,
Enoch Jones, labor,
Warren Webster, labor,
John J. Dyer, labor,
Mercer Goodrich, stone,
Frank H. Seavey, labor,
Timothy A. Tucker, labor,
Charles C. Akerman, water-pail, &c,
George E. Rogers, labor,
Oxford & Johnston, man, horse, and hay,
Kendell & Roberts, crusher chills,
Dearborn & Co., iron, grate &c,
Rider & Cotton, hardware,
Soloman Seymour, labor,
Burt, Hildreth & Co.,
Woodbury Seavey, canal barrows,
Charles F. Richards, labor,
Benjamin Canney, teaming,
Chas. H. Joy, supplies,
Chas. H. Hayes, horse and labor,
Clarence B. Mason, labor, man and oxen,
B. S. Mathes, sharpening picks, drills, &c,
A. C. Iloyt, labor,
Major S. Langdon, labor,
Stephen Rand, flagstone,
Fred C. Young, labor,
Edward Gove, labor and horse,
112
25
Elijah Clough, man anr horse, 49 50
John Stringer, labor, 14 25
Edward Smith, labor, 42 00
Nathan M. Rand, labor, 21 00
John F. Watkins, labor, 30 75
Charles Lawson, labor, 50 75
James E. Tucker, labor, 16 ^o
William S. Willey, labor, 16 50
Frank P. Garland, labor, 9 00
J. Frank Shannon, labor, 5 25
Charles E. Young, labor, 25 12
John H. Brogan, labor, 14 62
Fred Haddock, labor, 16 $0
John W. Sewell, labor, 58 50
Joseph Cooper, labor, 19 50
J. W. Berry, labor, 6 75
Edward W. Clough, labor, 12 00
C.J. Gilbert, labor, 17 25
Leonard Evans, labor, 23 ^o
C. W. Kimball, labor, 88 13
Bartholomew Falvey, labor, 7 12
M. A. Moulton, man and horse, 10 00
N. G. Mason, man and horse, 13 ^o
Dennis Sullivan, labor, 9 00
W. S. Tucker, labor, 9 00
Charles Tuttle, labor, 9 00
Simon Burnham, labor, 5 25
Henry C. Joslyn, labor, 112^
S. P. Rogers, man and horse and stone, ^9 50
Albion Wilson, labor, 53 25
Langdon M. Perkins, man, horse and stone, 64 00
Thomas Palmer, labor, 23 25
John Leavitt, man and horse, 45 00
Walter Meloon, labor, 6 75
George Pickering, labor, 20 25
Thomas Sheridan, labor, 7 ^o
Thomas Smith, labor, 35 2c;
Henry Rogers, labor, 19 50
Michael Quinlan, man and horse,
Ammie L. Knowlton, labor,
Albert II. Johnson, labor,
John A. Hammond, man and horse,
A. M. Gardner, man and horse,
Samuel Taylor, labor,






William I. Caswell, labor,
George II. Collum, labor,
B. F. Brown, man and horse,
Carl Carty, labor,
Stephen P. Rhoades, man, horse and stone,
Peter Williams, labor,
James W.Williams, labor,
William S . Willey, man and horse,
Charles II. Stiles, labor,
James S. Wood, man and hoase,
Thomas Rutter, labor,
Stacy G. Moran, labor,
John Murphy, labor,
Patrick Bates, labor,
Thomas J. Connelly, labor,
Michael H. Gregg, labor,
William M. Hanscom, labor,
George W. Laskey, labor,
Stephen Marden, man, horse and hay,
Wallace Webster, labor,
E. C. Rand, labor,
Timothy Murphy, labor,
JohnW. Lear, labor,






James O. Evans, labor,
George W. Hodgdon, labor,
Oliver W. Ham, labor,
Walter H. Prior, labor,
Josiah F. Adams, man and horse,
Nathaniel Brew, labor,
Charles A. Benson, labor,
Henry O. Batten, labor,
Cornelius Carry, labor,
Harry Freeman, man and horse,
Anthony Perry, labor,
Levi W. Prior, man and horse,
William W. Prior, man and horse,
Charles Roberts, labor,
George E. Smart, labor,
James Welch, labor and horse,
Daniel Wendell, labor,
Mark L.Junkins, man, horse and stone,




Frank P. Caswell, labor,
Joseph E. Cooper, labor,
J. Sullivan Rand, man and horse,
Allen Greenough, hay and stone,
David Mahoney, labor,
John F. Mortimer, labor,





S. J. Gray, labor,
John Stewart, labor,
Frank K. Brown, labor,
George W. Parks, labor,
21
.28
J. M. Campbell, labor,
William 15. Rand, labor and horse,
Arthur L. Hersey, labor,
Walter Moran, labor.
Michael Sheridan, man and horse,
Timothy Regan, labor,
John S. Wendell, labor and horse,
John H. Wendell, man and horse,
William Kelleher, labor, horse, &c,
Michael Hurley 2d, labor,
Jerry Murphy, labor,






Joseph O. Ham, man, horse and stone,
Nicholas Campbell, labor,
Charles F. Goodwin, labor,
James R. Eaton, labor,





Frank A. Foote, labor and horse,
Daniel H. Spinney, man and horse,




A. K. Brown, man and horse,
James H. Pratt, labor,
George Pierce, labor,
William II. Kennerson, labor,
Everesta C. Badger, labor, 11 25
Thomas Dcmpsey, labor, SS Sy
16
2 9
James Gorman, labor, 66 75
Edwin Sanborn, labor,
Samuel Stringer, labor,




Josiah W. Hussey, labor,
Floron Barri, stone, &c,
Simes G. Woodworth, labor,
John S. Tilton
Anderson & Junkins, labor, &c.
E. F. Sise & Co., coal,
Rockwell D. Varney, labor,
Frank W. Hutchings, labor,
B. F. Mugridge, buckets,






Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber,
M. T. Muchmore, repairing pump,
Gardner J. Greenleaf, weighing stone,
A. P. Wendell, hardware,
Joseph Boss, straw,
Oliver Ayers, repairing pump, &c,
William A. Hodgdon. labor,
J. P. Sweetser, lantern,
Oliver Stacy, labor,
William T. Lyons, labor,
George W. W. Gove, labor,
Patrick Mahoney, man and horse,
George Hutchings, labor,
M. A. Moulton, stone,




City Farm, rye, straw, hay, &c, 76 29
3 1
Ports. Aqueduct Co., water,
Fletcher & Tanton, repairing furniture,
A. A. Payne, supplies,
John T. French, setting glass,
Vaughan Brothers, hard bread,
Ports. Gas Light Co., gas,
William H. Hackett, term fees, &c.
D. W.Jones, medical services,
O. M. Knight, printing,
Joseph F. Berry, blankets,
Woodbury Locke, use of horse and buggy,
Mercer Goodrich, stationery,
S. W. Moses, use of horse and wagon,
M.J. & W. A. Vaughan, setting glass,
Earing & Martin, grate,
Dennis O'Leary, complaint and warrant, &c.
Robert Shillaber, services,
Levi D. Locke, complaint and warrant,
George H. Tripp, repairing curtains,
C. A. Shannon & Son, repairing belts,
John Turner, services,
John O. Conner, whitewashing, &c,
Jeremiah Long, labor,
A. A. Payne, bread,
Franklin Cole, assistant marshal,
Charles A. C. Gray, assistant marshal,
Pay Roll Extra Police,
Nathaniel K. Walker, witness fee,
Frank Lafare, witness fee,
Mrs. Frank Lafare, witness fee,
David Urch, witness fee,
Charles W. Roberts, witness fee,
George H. Garland, witness fee,
Samuel Ayers, witness fee,
John Fagan, witness fee,
Edwin R. Laighton, witness fee,
John W. Wilson, witness fee,
E. Downing, witness fee,
20
3 2
Celia Harmon, witness fee,
Annie E. Harmon, witness fee,
Eli/a Lydston, witness fee,
Jerome C. Butler, witness fee,
John Nutter, witness fee,
James Walley, witness fee,
John C. Lewis, witness fee,
Edward Merrill, witness fee,
George W. Perry, witness fee,
Plummer Spinney, witness fee,
John Turner, witness fee,
Morris Tobin, witness fee,
George W. Ruland, witness fee and travel,
John H. Broughton, witness fee,
Daniel Webster, witness fee,
Samuel Taylor, witness fee,
Samuel M. Joy, witness fee,
Edwin Underhill, witness fee,
William Watkins, witness fee,
Abraham Johnson, witness fee,
Charles W. Randall, witness fee,
William II. Danielson, witness fee,
George E. Hodgdon, witness fee,
Street Department, board of horse,
Less ree'd of Thomas Entwistle,
" C. E. Batchelder,
33
Street Lights.
Globe Gas Light Co., &C.
John Binney & Son, lanterns,
John P. Sweetser, repairing,
Nathaniel K. Varney, lighting,
Daniel W. Adams, lighting,
George W. Woods, lighting, &c,
Joshua C. Gray, lighting,
James R. Eaton, lighting,
Edward D. Coffin, paint,
Woodbury Seavey & Co., step ladder,
M.J.&W.A.Vaughan, paint, setting glass, &c
Ports. Gas Light Co., gas,
P. D. Norton, naptha, cans, freight, &c,
John H. Bailey, brass cock,
H. F. Gerrish, chimnies, alcohol,
Isaiah Wilson, glass,
Thomas A. Pryor, lighting,
Joseph Stickney, lighting,
Albert W. Parsons, lighting,
J. W. Raitt, repairing,
J. Dwight Rundlett, alcohol,
A. P. Wendell & Co., lever faucets, &c,
Mark L.Jenkins, lamplighter,
Butler & Laighton, alcohol,





Atwood J. Adams, man and horse, n oo
Stacy W hidden, labor, i 50
Horace D. Whidden, man and horse, 23 50
Bartholomew Flynn, labor, 1 1 75
Nicholas G. Mason, breaking roads. 54 25
Andrew M. Gardner, man and horse, 5 50
Joseph L. Whidden, man and horse, 18 25
Henry Carroll, man and horse, 2 75
Patrick Daley, labor, 4 50
James Welch, labor, 6 00
Samuel H.Widden, labor, gravel, &c, 72 66
Thomas Wiggin, services, &:c, 63 25
Andrew Gardner, man and horse, 1 1 00
James S. Seavey, man and horse, J 7 5°
'Edward E. Dennett, labor, 7 50
Allen Greenough, man, oxen, and horse, 25 00
Stephen Marden, man and horse, 31 50
John A. Hodgdon, man and horse, 21 38
Aurin Otis, man and horse, 4 00
Samuel S. Whidden, man, oxen, and horses, iS 87
Freeman H. Marden, labor. 10 12
Ann M. Roche, labor, 6 00
Albert Shedd, man and horse, 27 43
Charles E. Hodgdon, man and horse, 5 00
John Woods, labor, 12 00
Frederick J. Boss, man and horse, 13 62
Charles A. Hammond, man and horse, 5 75
John A. Hammond, man and horse, 2 75
Walter E. Smith, labor, 1 50
Dyer Foss, man and horse,
William Durgin, man and horse,
Edward M. Clough, labor,
Joseph Fuller, labor,
George Fuller, labor,
John Warburton, man and horse,
Charles S. Whidden, man and horse,
Albert Grover, labor,
Sydney Carroll, man and horse,
Charles A. Garland, man and horse,
Addison Carroll, man and horse,
Joseph P. Marden, labor.
John F. Marden, labor,
John Marden, man and horse.
John C. Marden, man and horse, 53 56
Nancy M. Denney, man and horse, 2 07
l 3
.>:
Edwin Tucker, man and oxen,
Howard Grover, labor,
Joseph R. Holmes, superintending work,
W. H. Pettigrew, labor,
William H. Foster, labor,
Charles P. Foster, labor,
John Holmes, labor,
Benjamin O. Ham, labor,
Samuel Hanscom, labor,
William Whidden, man and oxen,
Alonzo R. Rand, man and oxen,
William J. Holmes, labor,
Nathaniel Foster, labor, .
William H. Berry, labor,
George A. Murray, labor,
Elijah Clough, man and horse,
Edmund James, man and horse,
Patrick Mahoney, labor,
Daniel Hurd, labor,
Charles H. Miller, labor,
Mayhew Pray, labor,
George A. Webber, labor,
Israel Marden, man and horse,
Gilbert Mackimon, labor,
Francis R. Johnson, labor,
Samuel C. Berry, labor,
Willis F. Pinder, labor,
Joseph O. Ham, man and horse,
Solomon Schurman, man, horse, and oxen,
Thomas M. Lang, man and horse,
Eben S. Odiorne, man and oxen,
Charles L. Gove, man and horse,
Leonard Evans, man and horse,
Clarence B, Mason, man, oxen, and horse.
Andrew Sherburne, man, oxen, and horse,
Daniel H. Spinney, man and horse,
W. Irving Drake, man and horse,
E. H. Winchester, man and oxen,
William Killeher, man and horse,
Charles H. Hayes, labor,
Charles Hayes, man, oxen, and horses,
William Moses, man and oxen,
Charles F. Lang, man and horse,
Aaron Lang, labor,
Alfred Elwyn, man and oxen,
Tames O. Evans, labor.
7
36
Frank M. Dennett, labor,
George W. W. Gove, labor,
William P. Israel, gravel, labor, &c,
Mrs. Benj. Murray, man and horse,
Thomas Roberts, man horse,
Norman L. Dorr, labor,
George O. Carkin, labor,
Levi Carkin, man and horse,
Oscar L. Dorr, labor,
Benj. Odiorne, man and labor,
William E. Rand, man and oxen,
Gilman Mason, man and horse,
Hanson W. Seavey, labor,
James S. Seavey, man and horse,
Isaiah Wilson, nails,
William Andrews, building culverts,
Moses Yeaton, labor, &c,
Patrick Daily, man and horse,
Samuel Adams & Co., timber,
7
37
Dennis D. Sullivan, labor,
Tug Clara Bateman, towing pile driver
Frank Brown, labor,
S. Adams & Co., lumber,
Edward Watkins, labor,
William Hudson, labor,
Albert W. Parsons, labor,









|olin P. Swcctser, labor on gutters, &c,
William A. Hodgdon, labor,
Gilman B. Randall, labor,
James F. Shannon, labor,
Reuben G. Randall, labor,
Thomas D. Palmer, labor,
Thomas E. Call & Sons, lumber,
Samuel Adams & Co., sand,
John H. Bailey, hardware, &c,
Andrew J. Locke, labor,
Willis G. Myers, room paper,
Moses H. Goodrich, hair,
C. E. Walker & Co., lime and cement,
City Farm,
Jackson Hill Street.
Cobb & Call, labor, 2 00
Nathan M. Rand, labor, 1 50
Richard May, labor, 15 00
Daniel Lynch, labor, 6 75
James H. Pratt, labor, 6 50
Samuel Spinney, witness fee, 1 7^
James Gorman, labor, 1 1 25
Augustus K. Brown, labor, 22 50
A. A. Fernald, plank, 2 30
54° 74
39
Andrew M. Kcnncy, witness fee,
Samuel Adams & Co., lumber, &c,
Fred C. Young, labor,
Oxford & Johnston, man and horse,
John Shannon, labor,
John Lynch, labor,
Samuel M. DeMeritt, land damages,
Hanson Hoyt, land damages,
John Downing, land damages,





George A. Jackson, lumber, labor, &c,
William P. Gardner, labor,
George Hayes, plastering &c.,
A. G. Wbitcomb, school furniture.
E. D. Coffin, painting, setting glass, &c,
F. N. Paul, labor,
Joshua Stackpole, labor, &c,
Joseph W. Ross, ink wells,
James Moses, rent,
Eben N. Odiorne, labor,
Grogan & Morrison, painting, &c-,
Andrew Sherburne, use of well,
John F. Shillaber, gongs, locks, &c,
John A. Payne, labor,
John P. Sweetser, repairing stove pipe, &c,
L. N. Hurd, labor,
William A. Hodgdon, labor, &c,
Thomas E. Call & Sons, lumber,
John H. Bailey, hardware,
J. W. Raitt, blacksmith,
B. F. Winn, labor,
James S. Seavey, setting glass, &c,
Solomon Seymour, repairing stove fender,
Portsmouth Academy, rent,
R. H. Waldron, repairing fire screens,' &c,
Isaac Waldron, labor,
Frank S. Brown, labor,
H. B. Buzzell & Son, curtains, &c,
George J, Smart, labor and stock,
Simon Burnham, labor, &c,
Earing & Martin, funnel, &c,
John S. Rand, labor,
James M. Locke, painting, &c,
Oliver H. Locke, labor,
John Stringer, labor,
Charles H. Anderson, labor,
William Smith, labor,
William II. Akerman, cleaning and
repairing stove pipe, &c.
B. F. Rice, straps screw-bolts, and weights.
George E. Stackpole, labor,
Samuel Adams & Co., lumber,
Fletcher & Tanton, repairing furniture,
Oliver Ayers, pipe and labor,
Aaron L. Rand, setting glass,
I
4 1
M.J. &W. A. Vaughan, paint, labor, &c,
Stephen T. Raitt, fire rakes,
John Callahan, setting glass,






William H. Caswell, "
Michael Hurley, "
Michael Hurley, 2d "
Charles F. Tuttle, "
James Gorman, '*
Henry Rogers, "
William E. Hadley, "
G. B. Randall,
Thomas Palmer, k '
Nathan M. Rand, "
George W. Laskey, "
Stacey G. Moran, "















































C. E. Walker & Co., cement,
Fisk & Coleman, sewer pipe,
Eastern Railroad Co., freight,
Concord Railroad Co., freight,
Henry W. Clapp, catch basins, &c,
Dennis Shea, sewer pipe,
Ira F. Pinkham, bricks,
Silas Philbrick, labor on cesspools,
B. Smith Mathes, sharpening drills, &c,
James R. Yeaton, powder, &c,
John H. Bailey, sewer trap,
Charles H. Joy, oil, &c.
Portland Stone Ware Co. T. branches,
Jackson & Co., express,
George Hayes, mason work,
James M. Carr, repairing boots,
C. F. Locke, mason work,
A. B. Trefethen, mason work, &c,




Albion Wilson, labor. ic co
George Wright, " 116 oo
Joseph R. Holmes, " 48 00
John Shannon, labor, no 00
Joseph Fernald, brick, 45 60
David Mahoney, labor, 120 50
James H. Pratt, ' u 67 00
George Hutchings, labor, 50 63
William F. Ham, " 9 50
James Gorman, " 22^
Ira F. Pinkham, brick, 74 90
Henry Batten, labor, 22^
Moses Yeaton, labor,
William A. Plaisted, wharfage,
H. A. Mathes, brick,
Silas Philbrick, edge-stones, &c,
Cobb & Call, edge stone,
Ivah N. Rugg & Son, sawing,
Street Department, sand and carting,





Joseph G. Barnard, 5000 00
Fire Department.
Steam Fire Engine Co. No. 1
a a it u . c .-,
.< u u tilt.?
It If 'll l< (( .
*+
Extinguisher Co. No. ^
" 6
Hook and Ladder Co.,
Pay Roll Asssistant Engineers,
" " Engineers and Firemen,
" " Drivers,
Charles J. Gilbert, labor,
Kearsarge Mills, waste,
Michael Burke, labor,
John E. Sullivan, care reservoir,
George F. Pinder, labor,
Portland Company, boring pump,
Michael E. Long, watching fire,
George A. Jackson, shavings,
John R. Hoolbrook, repairs,
John Moore, making copper cannisters,
C. W. Roberts, ringing depot bell,
Boston Belting Company, suction hose,
Daniel J. Spinney, setting glass,
R. G. Randall, labor,
Charles N. Merrill, labor,
C. T. Larrabee, repairing hose,
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware, &c,
Isaiah Wilson, nails,




C. E. & J. E. Dixon, repairing clock,
Uriah Blaisdell, coal sieves, &c,
A.J. Mclntirc, repairing suction hose, &c,
David Lovvd, ringing bell,
Samuel H. Kingsbury, repairing sash, &c,
Robert H. Hall, putting down carpets, &c,
Mercer Goodrich, stationery,
Alvah Jcllison, labor,
Robert W. Phinney, labor,
Joseph E. Cooper, labor,
S. P. Rogers, use of reservoir,
George E. Banks, labor,
William Nowell, services at fires,
William H. Deverson, watching at fire,
Edwin M. Shannon, labor,
Robert Decker, repairing water tank,
S. Sibley, hose,
Harvey Lear, hauling hose carriage,
Charles A. Page, labor,
Thomas Lewis, ringing bell,
Joseph B. White, services at fire,
John S. Rand, watching at fire,
John Donnell, watching at fires,
George N.Jones, labor,
AVilliam P. Gardner, ringing bell,
Thornton Betton, setting glass, &c,
William H. Lovell, labor,
Frank Hayes, labor,
Andrew Frisbee, labor,
Frank H. Seavey, repairing engines, &c,
William H. Gardner,
W. J. Sampson, setting glass,
Wingate G. Rand, labor,
Charles A. Smart, labor,
Frank R. Brown, watching fire,
John F. Shillaber, keys, &c,
Charles Page, labor,
vS. Seymour, ringing bell,
Ayers & Locke, canvas,
Samuel Rowe, Jr., labor,
James H. Hurd, labor,
W.J. Sampson & Co., setting glass, &c,
Charles A. Neal, carting,
Charles II . Stiles, labor,
Walter A. Cate, labor,
z5
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Joshua B. Marston, labor,
A. A. Payne, candles,
John S. Whidden, watching fires,
Fred P. Folsom, labor,
John Dyer, repairing steamer,
Fred C. Young, watching at fires,
S. S. Fletcher, express on grates,
Russell & Odion, wood and coal,
J. W. Raitt, repairing wrench, &c,
Critchley & Whalley, repairs on engines, &c.
John H. Bailey, hardware,
H. G. Tanton, making grate patterns,
John P. Sweetser,gas pipe, &c,
John S. Tilton, repairing hose, &c,
Fletcher & Tanton, office, table and chairs,
B. S. Nicholas, & Co., repairs of machinery,
Josiah Gates & Sons, hose oil,
S. W. Webber, hauling engines,
Samuel Cleaves & Son, soap,
C. E. Myers & Co., coats,
Geo, P. Abbott, repairing hook,
J. Frank Shannon, labor,
Jackson & Co.'s Express, expressage,
Stephen T. Raitt, bolts, washers, &c.
Michael H. Gregg, labor
Thomas S. Gay, reel cover
A. H. Lovell, grates,
Rider & Cotton, chain
J. H. Thacher, soda
Sheldon Brothers, chairs
Augustus K. Brown, hauling steamers
George H. Abbott, supplies
Richard H. Waldron, repairs
Frank E. Osgood, labor,
William Hudson, labor,
James H. Thompson, wood
Samuel Adams & Co., lumber, cement, &c.
James L. Parker, express and telegram
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
Ports. Aqueduct Co., water
Manchester Locomotive Work, repairing
steam fire engine
D. H. Montgomery moulding, hooks, &c.
C. E. Walker & Co., coal,
W. A. Hodgdon, lumber and labor, &c.
Floron Barri &. Co., wood
4 7°
4s
V. A. Hett, hauling engine
Ports. Gas. Co., gas
Ivah N. Rugg & Son, sawing blocks
Stoddard Bros., hauling hose cart
Frye & Co., express,
Floron Barri, hauling engines
Street Department, hauling engines,
Less rec'd for sale of hand engines
3 1
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S. C. Whittier, services
Lizzie A. Sherwood, damages
Chas. W. Gardner, printing
Henry F. Gerrish, matches, &c.
A. Tredick & Co., brooms and dusters
A. C. Hoyt, surveying and services
Win, A. Hodgdon, labor and stock,
Samuel Adams & Co., lumber
A.J. Locke, labor,
Washington Freeman, refreshments
H. H. Ham, care of public clocks
N. L. Folsom, returns of births and deaths
Rockwell D. Varney, labor,
E. D. Coffin & Co., painting and lettering
Charles W. Bailey, taking census
James L. Parker, sundries
Chas. H. Joy, blacking, &c.
James H. Thompson, wood
William F. Russell, Inspector check lists
Morse & Ilsley, selling south mill pond
G. M. Goodrich, taking census
Robert Shillaber, labor
Floron Barri & Co., wood
L. F. Rice, services and consultations
John Sise, insurance
Chas. E. Young, care ward room
Danl. J. Vaughan, witness fees and
cash paid out
H. B. Buzzell & Son, stationery
C. E. Walker & Co., coal
John P. Sweetser, gas fixtures, pipes, &c.
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
James E. Dennett, dinners to selectmen
Willis G. Myers, stationery
John Wood, damage to cellar
Alvin H. Emery, claim
Frank Jones & als., claim
Jacob Haddock, rent of ward room
Estate Mrs. Chas. Burroughs, rent of land
Robert E. Rich, services ward clerk
William A. Loyne, rent mission rooms
Pay Roll of Bell Ringers, Feb. 22,
Pay Roll of Inspectors, Mar. 12,
Edwin H. Leslie, services ward clerk
Frank W. Hilton, dinners to selectmen
George T. Vaughan, pitch, yarns, &c.
Ports. Aqueduct Co., water
5
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Post Office, box rent and stamps
T. H. Chellis, claim
M. Bufford, services as special Justice,
clerk of Assessors, and cash paid out
Ports. Gas Light Co., gas
John H. Bailey, nails, bolts, &c,
A. R. Hatch, legal advice
Thomas E. Call & Sons, lumber
vState Reform School, board of persons
Samuel P. Treadwell, cash paid out
A. P. Wendell & Co., powder, fuse, &c,
James A. N. Rugg, services as ward clerk
George A. Perkins, labor
Critchley & Whalley, labor
William H. Canty, services as ward clerk
Butler & Laighton, matches
Russell & Odion, coal and wood
J. C. Muchmore, repairing pump
Jos. D. Cornelius, labor at cemeteries
John Shaw, care of ward room
John Murphy, labor
Nicholas Campbell, labor
C. G. Clark, shovelling snow





vSan Juan Gray, labor
George H. Abbott, matches and soap
C. A. Shannon, taking census
Forrest Trafton, labor
Isaiah Wilson, nails
George W. Guppy, advertising
Thomas S. Gay, repairing flag
D. J. Spinney, paint and labor
Rider & Cotton, steel hammers, &c,
John T. French, doors and windows
Moses Yeaton, labor and stock
Charles H. Roberts, labor
Chas. W. Norton, labor
Fletcher & Tanton, table and chairs
E.J. Moulton, labor
Win. II . Deverson, Inspector check lists
Frank G. Sherburne, Inspector check lists
C. M. Tredick, Inspector check lists
34 43
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R. H. Waldron, Inspector check lists 15 00
Jas. A. Waterhouse, Inspector check lists 30 00
James Moses, discounts on taxes and
postage stamps 69 69
Joseph II. Gardiner, clerk Inspectors
check lists 85 83
Joseph Marden, lumber and labor 22 93
Benj. F. Winn, labor 63 00
Daniel Mason, sawing, brackets, &c. 6 $6
Jerry Dwyer, labor on fountain 3 00
James H. Thompson, wood 2 00
A. B. Trefethen, repairing wall 32 35
J. W. Raitt, repairing pump 1 00
B. F. Brown, truckage 1 00
Walter T. Brooks, joiner work, 3 75
A. S. Trafton, blacksmith work S5 14
J. Q. Bradish & Co., pens and pencils 7 40
N. F. Mathes, flax seed 3 17
George W. Ayers, ringing North bell 50 00
W. J. Sampson & Co., setting glass 3 00
Russell & Odion, coal and wood 1 2^
Oliver Ayers, labor on fountain =j 00
William H. Lear, carpenter work 15 62
Dennis D. Sullivan, labor 3 00
E. Watkins, labor 7c;
George F. Pinder, labor 20 25
Edwin Merrill, labor 23 25
John Lyons, labor 19 co
Daniel H. Trefethen, labor 23 75
Walter T. Brooks, labor 38 75
Harry J. Freeman, use of ward room 10 40
Grogan & Morrisson, paint and labor 37 67
Charles E. Young, care ward room 3 00
M. T. Muchmore, labor and stock 56 13
James S. Seavey, labor on pump 5 00
William Benson, framing memorial 2 48
Thomas J. Connelly, labor 12 75
George W. Perry, labor 4 50
S. Houston Spinney, labor 2 25
Richard Roberts, labor 3 25
Dennis Flynn, labor, 16 50
Stephen Marden, labor 33 00
William F. Ham, labor 50 00
John LI. Wendell, lalior 7 50
George Pierce, labor 9 00
Charles Lawson, labor 16 50
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Albert Goodwin, labor
John Stewart, shovelling snow
W. J. Sampson, labor and paint
Joseph Wain, shovelling snow
Alfred Stavers, use Franklin Hall
James R. Yeaton, powder and fuse
George O. Hodgdon, labor
Mark L. Jenkins, labor
John Shannon, labor
Wallace Webster, labor
George W. Ayers, ringing North bell
John F. Shillaber, keys
D. H. Montgomery, painting tree boxes
M.J. & W. A. Vaughan, painting
Woodbury Locke, use of team
Chas. E. Batchelder, taking affidavits
Earing & Martin, dippers
G.J. Greenleaf, repairing fountain










George S. Woods, labor
George W. Parks, labor
Timothy Murphy, labor
Dearborn & Co., repairing stoves
Frank W. Miller, care of pump
Health.
D. W. Jones, services as health officer
Robert 'Shillaber, " "
Daniel Danielson, " " "
H 25
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Expenses Prior to 1878.
Frank W. Miller, maintaining pump
54
Celebration of Independence.
Pay Roll Bell Ringers, 27 00
Dover Band, 73 00
100 oa
Schools.
Paid orders of Board of Instruction 23762 21
Less rec'd Literary Fund 7% 79
52997 42
Collector's Commissions.
S. P. Treadwell, collecting taxes, 1875 & 1S76 1 2S
James Moses, " " 1877 & 1S78 S03 81
S04 09
Discounts on Taxes.
Paid James Moses, collector 6509 9S
Portsmouth and Dover Railroad.
Coupons on $343,000 city bonds 20604 °°
Rec'd dividend on shares in said railroad 20 640 00
Balance unexpended 36 00
55
Receipts.
Rent of Spring Market 30000
" Store in City Building 333 33
" " on Pleasant street 50 00
" Landing foot of Daniel street 75 00
From town of Newington, School taxes 25 28
For licenses to Showmen 175 00
For sale of South Mill and machinery 276 86
From the State Insurance tax 17 25
" " Railroad tax 4460 89
" " Savings Bank tax 12681 03
1235 47
17159 17
Unexpended balance dividends of P. &. D
Railroad
List of taxes, i87S
Less abatements
Additional taxes
Balance of account Dec. 31, 1877
Less abatements for 1875
" " 1S76





S. P. Treadwell, " 1875 SS 88
1876 20S1 60
James Moses, " 1877 141 1 13
. " 1878 8630 47
S. P. Treadwell, cash on hand,
and on deposit 5479 66
Real Estate sold for taxes, unredeemed 1852 76
Due from United States, assignments
of bounties to volunteers, *95 29 60
47684 23
We have examined the foregoing account and find it correct.
WILLIAM H. SISE, )ALBERT L. PAYNE, V Supervisory Committee






Total expenditures, 17S 785 06
" Appropriations, 165 064 56
Balance 13 720 50
The unexpended appropriations are as follows
Roads
Printing-






Sheep killed by clogs







Support of the poor
Bridges
Repairs at Almshouse







Statement of the Tax of 1878.
Appropriated by City Councils
Added for dead list and abatements
Statement of City Debt, December, 31, 1878.
Date. Rate of Int. When Payable. Am't.
Bonds, Oct. i, 1862, 5, Oct. i, 1879, 5>000 °°
" " " 5, Oct. 1, 1880, 5,000 00
" " " 5, Oct. 1, 18S1, 5,000 00
" " " 5, Oct. i, 1882, 5,000 00
" April 1, 1S63, 5, April 1, 1883, 19,500 00
" Sept. 1, 1S63, 5, Sept. 1, 1S83, 6,000 00
" Sept. 1, 1864, 6, Sept. 1, 1S84, 7,000 00
" Jan. 20, 1865, 6, Jan. 20, 1885, 46,000 00
" Feb. 1, 1S65, 6, Sept. 1, 1884, 500 00
" Jan. 1, 1874, 6, Jan. 1, 1S89, 50,000 00
Bonds due 1869 not presented for paym't, 2,700 00
Legacy of Mary Clark,
Legacy of Horace A. Haven,
Mayor Toppan's donation,
Mayor Jones' donation,
Interest due on City Debt,
Due on unpaid bills,
Add Bonds issued to pay for 3440 shares
in Portsmouth & Dover Railroad,
Amount of Assets due the City.
Balance of C. A. Shannon's Ace. 1869,
Inventory of Property
CITY OF FORTS
Year ending December 31st, 1878.
Real Estate.
City Farm, 170 acres, 20 000 00
City Almshouse and other
buildings on city farm, 32 000 00
52 000 00
Court house and land, 10 000 00
City hall, 15 000 00
Spring Market, land and water privilege, 4 000 00
Plains lands, 1 500 00
Ward building on Elm Street, 2 000 00
Ward building and school-room,
on Water Street, 10 500 00
Ward building and school-room,
on State Street, 6 000 00
Gravel lot, South road, 600 00
Gravel lot, Greenland road, 400 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road, 1 000 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road, 75° °°
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Gravel lot, Sherburne road,
Gravel lot, Sagamore road,
Powder magazine and land,
City Pound,





Furniture at city rooms, Soo oo
Furniture at court house, ioo oo
Furniture at Academy, i 200 00
Street horses, carts, harnesses,
tools, &c, 1 500 00
Stone Crusher and steam
engine, 1 800 00
200 tons stone for crusher, 100 00
600 tons crushed stone, 900 00
Scales, weights and measures, 1^0 00
14 880 28
3 440 shares Portsmouth & Dover
Railroad, at par, 344 000 00
Fire Department.
Steam fire engine Dearborn and
apparatus,
Steam fire engine Sagamore
and apparatus.
Steam fire engine Kearsarsre
and apparatus,
Steam fire engine M. H. Good-
rich and apparatus, 5
Extinguisher No. 5 and
apparatus,
Extinguisher No. 6 and
apparatus,
Hook and Ladder carriage and
apparatus,
Hose carriage and supply
wagon, &c,
Property at arsenal,
Property, &c, in hose room,
Hose, pulleys, &c, in hose
tower,





City clock, North church,
City clock, ward room, Water
street,
Bell at ward room, Wate
street,







Hon. William H. Sise, Mayor,
AT TIIK
ORGANIZATION OF THE CITY COUNCILS,
August 13th, 1878.
Gentlemen of the City Council:
Having been elected by our fellow citizens to the highest
municipal position in their power to bestow, I have taken the
oath of office of Mayor as required by law. Grateful to our
people for this hearty expression of their confidence, and fully
appreciating the responsibilities resting upon me, I now as-
sume the duties incumbent as Mayor, and assure you that they
shall be performed to the best of my ability and for the good
of the whole.
According to custom I now call your attention to the sever-
al subjects, which will require your attention, in the manage-
ment of the affairs of this municipality during the coming
year.
For information in regard to the debt of the city, I re-
fer you to the statement published by the city authorities Dec.
31st, 1S77.
I am informed that our schools are in excellent condition
6S
and will compare favorably with those of any city in New
England. I trust they will have the earnest and unbiased sup-
port to which they are so richly entitled. Money cannot
be more wisely expended than when disbursed for the educa-
tion of the young.
From jDersonal and careful inspection I find our fire depart-
ment to be in perfect order, much of this being due to the offi-
cers and men connected therewith. This vital branch of our
public service should always be kept up to the highest
standard.
The streets are in excellent condition ; large repairs have
been made of late under the direction of our efficient street
commissioner, and they have been well done, so that not much
more will be required this year.
The management of the city farm by the present superin-
tendent and matron is highly spoken of by all. For its condi-
tion I refer you to the report of December last. None of the
land formerly belonging to this farm, which was laid out into
streets and house lots three years since, has been sold ; I would
suggest that another reason for this, besides hard times, is
that the price ranges too high, and I would therefore call your
speedy attention to this subject.
Our poor, as near as I can learn, are well cared for, and
there is little if any real suffering among us. This is as it
should be.
In the police department, upon the efficiency of which so
much depends, I would earnestly advise the appointment of
good and reliable persons. I think our city for order will
compare favorably with any seaport of its size.
Nothing has been done yet to abate the north and south
mill-pond nuisances. The immediate consideration of the sub-
ject is of vital and healthful interest to us all, and I specially
desire your earliest action on this important matter.
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Gentlemen, we are expected to administer the affairs of the
city with the greatest economy, in so far as it can be done to
its best advantage. I therefore ask yon to co-operate with me
in thus endeavoring to meet the wishes of all of our citizens in
this respect. Let us one and all be constantly animated by the
sole desire to work unitedly together for the advancement of




Mayor, WILLIAM H. SLSE.
ALDERMEN
:
Ward i—William E. Hadley Ward 2—Plumer D. Norton
Albert L. Payne John Laighton
Floron Barri Wm. A. Hodgdon
Ward 3—Alexander Robinson Ward 4—George A. Perkins
Benj. F. Mngridge
City Clerk, DANIEL J. VAUGHAN.
COMMONCOUNCILMEN
President, ARTHUR F.




















George W. Pendexter, Nathan F. Mathes, Joseph II. Berry,
Lewis G. Davis, Rufus K. Oxford, Eben F. Brackett, Justin V.
Hanscom, Henry F. Wendell, William P. Bennett.
7i
VERSEERS OF THE POOR :
Chairman, the Mayor, (ex-officio,) W. Henry Smith, Sam-
uel S. Greene, Samuel S. Frye, James W. Nutter.
INSPECTORS OF CHECKLISTS
:
Ward i—Richard H. Waldron Ward 2—Wm. H. Deverson
James A. Waterhouse E. W. Brown
Ward 3—Frank G. Sherburne Ward 4—George S. Leach
SELECTMEN
:
Ward 1—William II. Lovell Ward 2—Benj. F. Winn
Ira W. Brock John W. Prior
Walter S. Gray T. Kennedy, Jr.
Ward 3—James G. Locke Ward 4—Sam'l. Langdon
Harry J. Freeman A. Walden
Atwood J. Adams G. W. Watkins
MODERATORS
:
Ward 1—Alfred C. Hoyt Ward 2—Plumer D. Norton
Ward 3—Charles A. Sinclair Ward 4—Chas. W. Norton
WARD CLERKS:
Ward 1—-James A. N. Rugg Ward 2—S. H. Kingsbury
Ward 3—George A. Blaisdell Ward 4—Wm. S. Hazel
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION:
"Chairman, The Mayor. Clerk, John Pender.
John Pender Mrs. Anna B. Wilson
Alfred C. Hoyt William H. Hackett
John H. Locke James R. May
O. M. Knight Andrew P. Wendell




Justice of Police Court, Charles E. Batchelder.
Special Justice, Marcellus Bufford
City Solicitor, W. Russell Foster
City Marshal, Thomas Entwistle
Assistant Marshals, Franklin Cole, Chas. A. C. Gray
Watchmen, Constables and Police Officers, Peter Pray,
William Novvell, Charles P. Abbott, Charles Besselievre,
Joseph B. White, Thomas R. Moore.
7*
Supernumerary Watchmen, George Stringer, John Turner,
Daniel Webster, John C. Lewis, Charles W. Roberts,
Michael E. Long, Albert W. Parsons, Edwin Under-
bill, Henry Wallace, John Sullivan Rand, Charles
Wesley Rand, Walter S. Gray.
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Chief Engineer, Samuel S. Fletcher.
Assistant Engineers, Thornton Betton, James F. Shannon,
Willard Sears, John S. Whidden.
Clerk of the Fire Department, James L. Parker.
OTHER CITY OFFICERS:
Treasurer, Samuel P. Treadwell.
Collector, James Moses.
City Messenger, James L. Parker.
Street Commissioner, William F. Ham.
City Physician, Daniel W. Jones.
Superintendent ofAlmshouse, &c, William Shannon.
Board of Health, Daniel W. Jones, Daniel Danielson, Rob-
ert Shillaber.
Lamp Lighters, George Woods, Thomas A. Pryor, Joseph
Stickney.
Pound Keeper, Robert Shillaber.
Keeper of Powder Magazine, James R. Yeaton.
Harbor Master, James L. Parker.
Port Wardens, Edward E. Vaughan, Otis F. Philbrick.
Fence Viewers, Jefferson C. Rowe, Geo. E. Hodgdon.
Surveyors of Highways, District No. i, Albert M. Pray.
No. 2, Allen Greenough. No. 3, Charles H. Hayes.
No. 4, Samuel H. Whidden. No. 5, James S. Seavey.
No. 6, William P. Israel.




for the year 1878.
To the City Councils of the City of Portsmouth :
Gentlemen : In compliance with the Ordinance I have the
honor of submitting the following, as the report of my office :
From the 25th of August, 1S7S, when I entered upon my
duties, to the 1st ofJanuary, 1879, I have issued 132 warrants
on complaints by the Police officers, or by private individuals
endorsed by the City Marshal. Of these I have attended in
person to the prosecution of 124, as I was especially requested
to do by the Police Justice, he objecting to fill the two offices of
prosecuting officer and presiding Magistrate any longer, as he
had been obliged to do in a great majority of cases heretofore.
A great many complaints are brought to me by private indi-
viduals, of which many will not justify prosecution at all, and
in all of which, unless directly sanctioned by the City Mar-
shal, I have insisted that all costs of service and prosecution be
advanced by the complainant and repaid if recovered, in order
that the gratification of private malice or any similar motive
may not involve the city in any expense.
My thanks and commendation are due to the City Marshal
and all members of the Police force for courtesy, vigilance and
promptness in bringing offenders to justice.
In the Civil department of the Police Court there have been
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but few cases in which the city has been interested, and none
in which there has been any serious controversy.
I found a huge number of cases on the Docket of the Su-
preme Court, and none of them in an at all advanced state
toward disposition. Of these the case of Sides vs. the City
was tried by the jury at the last term, a verdict of $449.16 ren-
dered for the Plaintiff" and the case transferred to the full bench
on exceptions. Claim of Howe Call againstthe city for services
to Police force had been referred to John Hatch, Esq., and on
his finding of the facts, the Counsel for Plaintiff", and myself
drew up an agreed case on which it was submitted to Hon.
Isaac W. Smith for final determination of all questions of law
and fact involved. His decision has not yet been rendered.
The petition of A. O. Larkin for an abatement of taxes was
tried and argued, and a decision rendered in favor of the city,
but Mr. Larkin's counsel have transferred the case to the full
bench. The two old cases of Smith and Corson against F. W.
Rogers, in which the city was summoned as trustee, were dis-
posed of last term, and the Court ruled that of the money dis-
closed as being in the city's hands $113.49, ' ess Trustee's
costs, be paid to the two plaintiffs. This ends two very
troublesome suits in which I labored under this disadvantage,
that they had been in court so long that everybody had forgot-
ten all that was ever known about them.
The claim Pierce and others for land damages in the widen-
ing of Richard's Avenue had been heard at the Law Term and
decided against the city before I came into office. It has now
been sent to County Commissioners to assess the damage.
In regard to the eight cases of Clark and others, ex-police
officers, I was told on taking office that they were all but fin-
ished, having been heard by the Referee, who would report at
the last term. Later I found, to my amazement, that the
hearing had been only very partial, and not one on which
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Referee could make a report satisfactory to either party. They
will be reported on at the approaching term.
The claim of Thomas Quinn for injuries on Hanover street
has been settled, but too late to go off the Docket until after
this term. His more recent claim, as well as the second claim
of C. H. Sides, has not yet been sued, so no report can be
made.
This covers all the business in my department. I had
hoped, as I formerly stated to the Board of Aldermen to have
effected a still greater reduction on the ^Docket. But in the
condition in which I found the cases it was impossible. I re-
gret this extremely, but am confident that the January term
will greatly reduce the number of cases.
All of which is most respectfully submitted.





for the year 1878.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. i, 1S79.
To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen, I respectfully make the following report of the
number of persons arrested and lodged, the cause of arrests and
the amount of fines and costs collected during the year 1S78.
The whole number of arrests during the year were 934
which is an increase of 83 over the year 1S77, which will be
seen by the following summary :
Assaults, 6S ; aggravated assault, 1 ; assault with intent to
kill, 4 ; attempt to committ suicide, 1 ; assault with attempt to
rape, 2 ; bastardy, 3 ; breaking glass, 3 ; brawl and tumult, 14 ;
breaking and entering, 16 ; cruelty to animals, 2 ; contempt of
court, 1 ; common drunkards, 6 ; claiming protection, 3
;
common vagrants, 21 ; delirium ti'emens, 2 ; disturbing relig-
ious gathering, 1 ; disturbing public, 1 ; disorderly house, 1
disturbing the peace, 3 ; deserters, 18 ; disorderly conduct, 2 ;
drunks, 559 ; escaped convict, 1 ; fast driving, 1 ; fornication,
4 ; house of ill fame, 2 ; horse stealing, 3 ; indecent assault, 2 ;
78
insult, ii ; insane. 6; larceny, 6^; malicious mischief, 12:
murder, 3 ; obstructing sidewalk, 3 ; obtaining goods by false
pretences, 1 ; profane language, 2 ; rude conduct, 4 ; rescued
from drowning, 1 ; receiving stolen goods, 2 ; robbing U. S.
mail, 3; runaway children, 4 ; suspicion, 20; Sabbath break-
ing, 24 ; selling liquor, 3 ; threatening life, 1 ; trespass, 3 ; tru-
ants, 8 ; violating Sunday Ord., 13. Total, 934.
The amount of fines and costs collected 1025 42
Amount disbursed 103 76






Chief Engineer of the Fire Department,
FOB THE
Year ending December 31st, 1878.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen.
Gentlemen,—In compliance with the Ordinance defining
the duties of Chief Engineer, I herewith present the annual re-
port of the condition of the Fire Department, a list of fires that
have occurred during the past year, with a statement of the
amount of loss and the amount of insurance on the property
destroyed as far as ascertained ; the amount of property be-
longing to the City under my charge: a list of the members,
with their ages and residences; and a list of reservoirs, wells
and hydrants, with their location and condition.
Membership.
The membership of the Department now numbers 132
men, divided as follows : Chief Engineer and four Assistant
Engineers, Clerk of Fire Department, three Steamers' Com-
panies, consisting of 21 men each, two Extinguisher Compa-
nies of 10 men each, one Hook and Ladder Company of 21
men, one Hose Company of 3 men, and Supply Wagon, 3
men, four Steam Engineers, four Steam Firemen, two Drivers,
six men on Relief Steamer.
Apparatus.
The apparatus of the Department consists of three Steam
Fire Engines with Hose Carriages attached, and one Steamer
in reserve with Hose Carriage attached, two Fire Extinguish-
So
ers, one Hook and Ladder Truck, one Supply Wagon, and
one Horse Hose Carriage. Steamer No. x was built by
Messrs. Campbell and Whittier of Roxbury, Mass. Put into
service in 1865. No. 2 was built by Portland Company. Put
into service in 1S64, and thoroughly repaired and new boiler
put in, in 1877- No. 3 was built by the Amoskeag Company.
Put into service in 1S70 and thoroughly repaired in 1878 at
an expense of $980. No. 4 was built by B. S. Nichols & Co.
of Burlington, Vt. Put into service in 1S76. These Engines,
Nos. 2, 3 and 4, are in good condition and reliable. The Ex-
tinguishers, and Hook and Ladder Trucks, together with their
apparatus, are in good order.
Hose.
There are 7400 feet of Leather Hose in the Department,
4000 feet of which are good, but the remainder is in a poor
condition and 1000 feet of Linen Hose is worthless.
I would recommend the purchase of 1000 feet of Leather
Hose, to make up for the wear of that in use.
Houses.
The Engine Houses are all in good condition. I would
recommend that a suitable house for the Hook and Ladder
Truck be built, or some suitable place provided.
Water Supply.
The reservoirs are fifteen in number. I would recommend
that the inlet in the Parade reservoir be made larger, and that
the reservoir on the south side of Puddle Dock be put in a con-
dition to place an engine. I would also recommend that there
should be a Hydrant placed at the corner of Pleasant and
State-streets suitable for a Steamer to draw water from, as the
water from the South Pond at low tide would not allow us to
use the reservoir at the Universalist church, and that part of
the city at low tide would be without water. I also recom-
Si
mend that a reservoir be constructed in the vicinity of the Dis-
tillery on Dennett Street.
Fires r.nd Alarms.
The fires and alarms from Jan. ist to Dec. 31st, .number
twelve. The value of the property destroyed and the amount
on the same is shown elsewhere.
Expenditures.
The amount of money expended by the direction of the
Board of Engineers is $7860.69, of which $t;6oo.oo was for
salaries, and $2260.69 for contingent expenses.
In conclusion I would express my thanks to His Honor the
Mayor, and the members of the City Councils, for their earn-
est efforts to promote the efficiency of the Department. To
the Board of Engineers, and the officers and members of the
several companies, for the prompt and faithful manner in
which they have discharged their duties.
Respectfully submitted,
S.S.FLETCHER, Chief Engineer. '







Samuel S. Fletcher, Chief,
Thornton Betton, 1st Asst.
John S. Whidden, 2nd "
Willard Sears,
J. Prank Shannon,









Schedule of Property In Chief Engineer's Office.
i table, 14 00, 7 chairs, 14 84, 1 stove, 30 00,
3 curtains and fixtures, 3 50, 1 carpet, 8 00,
1 lantern, 6 00, 1 broom, 40, 2 spanner belts, 1 00,
5 rubber coats, 5 25 each,
$58 84
s4
DEARBORN STEAM FIRE ENGINE, NO. 1.
STATIONED ON HANOVER STREET.
AGE.
Walter S. Gray, Foreman, Cornwall street, 3^
Frank G. Thurston, Asst., Hanover street, 26
John S. Cutts, Clerk, Congress street, 31
Joshua B. Marston, Deer street, c;i
James A- Waterhouse, Hanover street, 43
Samuel Faulkner, Hanover street, 46
Charles W. Andrews, Hill " 28




1 force pump, 14 00, 1 screw jack, 5 00
1 double harness, 30 00, 1 coal stove and
fixtures, 35 00
30 feet inch rubber hose
5 suction hose spanners and ax
water pail and fire tools, 4 00, broom, 25
oiler, 40, 1 hammer, 1 25, monkey wrench, 2 00
screw driver, 75? forked wrench, 5 00
2 pipes, 3 spare nozzles, 25 00, oil cans, 2 50
2 oil feeders, emery dipper
suction hose rope, 1 00, 4 lanterns, 12 00
2 pieces of feed pump hose
10 feet 1-2 inch rubber hose
4 suction hose caps fitted with leading
hose coupling, 5 00, spanners, 40, vise, 8 50
files, 30, side table, 3 00
4 lamps with reflectors
bucket and drinking dippers
basin, coal hod and snow shovel
thermometer, 60, step ladder, 1 00
coats, S 00, 1 duster, 4 00
spanner belts, 6 00, spanners, 4 80
1 whip, 2 00, 10 chairs, 8 00
5469 10
$4500
STEAM FIRE ENGINE, NO. 2.
HOUSE ON COURT STREET.
John D. Randall, Foreman, Pray street 24
Daniel N. Cox, Ass't ForemanWashington street 27
Willard M. Gray, Clerk, Pleasant street 26
Frank E. Osgood, Water street 35
Hermon Manson, Union street 27
Samuel A. Rand, Franklin street 37
Allen A. Rand, Pleasant street 40
Fred B. Haraden, Washington street 25
George W. Tripp, Madison street 29
Walter M. Grogan, School street 26
Charles F. Goodwin, Edward street 37
Francis H. Hersey, Water street 26
George E. Burtt, Wibird street 32
Horace Mudge, Whidden street 36
Marcus Fairborne, State " 24
Richard T. Call, Pleasant " 34
Edward T. Morrison, Austin street 38
Newell S. Philbrick, State " 22
William E. Grogan, Madison " . 25
Daniel Hanley, Penhallow " 26
George Philbrick, State street 32
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Steamer 3
1 hose carriage
1 stove and fixtures, 35 00, 1 set of tools, 12 00
4 oil cans, 2 50, 19 spanners, 7 00
9 spanner belts, 4 50, 4 ladder straps, 4 00
4 leather patches, 4 00, rubber hose, 2 50
2 shovels, 4 00, hose saddle, 1 00
4 lanterns, 16 00, hatchet and ax 2 00
4 cloth coats, 16 00, 4 canvas coats, 20 00
1 coffee pot, 4 00, 1 step ladder, 1 50
sign 25 00, vise, 10 00, force pump, 12 00
wheel jack, 6 00, 1 shovel, 1 50, 2 frames, 1 50.
1 broom, 25, 1 roll board, 2 50, duster, 4 00
suction hose pipe, 2 00, tube brush, 2 00





USE ON COl'RT STRKE1
ACE.
Ira C. Seymour, Foreman, Prospect street 36
John E. Harmon, 1st Ass't Foreman, High street 28
Harvey Lear, 2nd " " Raitt's Court 26
Fred P. Folsom, Clerk, Church street 24
Robert W. Phinney, Hunking street 28
Richard D. Smart, Jr., South street 25
William S. Hazel, Walden street 25
Gilman Hayes, Prospect street 26
Charles A. Twombly, North street 24
Benjamin Atwell, Johnson Court 25
Frank H. Seavey, School street 33
Herbert W. Sheldon, Langdon street 24
William H. Moure, Court street 37
lames H. Hurd, Union street 28
Walter A. Cate, Jr., Honover street 29
John A. Moulton, Dennet street 34
Frank Hayes, Prospect street 22
Charles W. Coleman, Water street 24
Charles W. Dennett, Vaughan street 31
Peter O'Donnell, Washington street 24
George R. Raitt, Raitt's Court 37
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Steamer $4200 00
1 hose carriage 600 00
1 stove and fixtures, 50 00, 10 chairs, 10 00 60 00
1 table, 4 50, 1 broom, 2$ 4 75
S7
4 lanterns, 16 oo, i force pump, 12 00
2 cloth coats, 8 00, 4 canvas coats, 20 00
1 spanner belt, 5 00, iS spanners, 7 20
6 ladder straps, 6 00, 1 rubber cap, 1 00
1 vise, 4 00, 2 gallon cans, 3 00, tin ware 3 00
1 hose pipe, 2 00, 1 gallon can, 75
3 oil feeders, 1 50, 1 dust pan, 50
1 match safe, 50, 1 wash basin, 75
2 water buckets, 3 00, 1 copper tunnel, 4 00
1 tin tunnel, 25, 1 set tools, 14 00
1 watering pot, 2 00, 2 hand brushes, r 20
1 bucket, 75, 2 oilers, 1 00
1 roll board, 2 50, 3 frames, 2 25, 2 axes, 3 00
2 copper pipes, 24 00, 1 coal hod, 2 00
2 shovels, 2 00, 1 wheel jack, 6 00
2 dusters, 1 00, 1 step ladder, 3 00
1 chandelier, 8 00, 1 table 14 00, 4 chairs, S 48
1 snow shovel, 1 00, 1 sign, 15 00, 5 hose
patches, 15 00
1 hose saddle, 1 00, 1 reducing coupling, 5 00
1 set of badges, 13 20, 1 tube brush, 3 00
1 Siamese coupling, 15 00, 1 pair blankets, 3 75
1 coffee boiler, 5 00, 2 poll straps, 5 00
28
ss
MOSES H. GOODRICH, S. F. ENGINE, NO. 4.
HOUSE ON COURT STREET.
AGE.
John S. Banks, Foreman, Islington street 30
William E. Pinder, 1st Ass,t Foreman, Daniel street 27
Edward Watkins, 2nd " " Water street, 32
Edwin M. Shannon, Clerk, Blossom street 23
Wingate G. Rand, Vaughan street 30
Augustus Ham, Russell street 2^
James McCarty, Dover street 23
Charles H. Foote, Russell street 30
John Chickering, Wibird street 25
George U. Foote, Vaughan street 28
Andrew Frisbee, Bow street 25
John H. Webber, Ladd street 29
Andrew J. Langdon, Wibird street 36
George F. Pinder, Bridge street 25
Charles H. Smart, Pickering street 29
George E. Banks, Daniel street 23
Herbert A. Maiden, Middle street 27
Samuel Rowe, Jr., Deer street 23
James Cate, Hanover street 26
George H. Garrett, Deer street 23
Albert Goldthwait, Linden street 23
s9
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Steamer
i hose carriage
$ lanterns, 20 00, 4 oil cans, 2 50
3 buckets, 3 00, 2 shovels, 2 00
2 hose saddles, 3 00, 1 set of tools, 12 00
16 spanners, 6 40, spanner belts, 4 00
30 feet rubber hose, 15 00, 16 ladder straps, 18 00
6 hose patches, iS 00, 4 cloth coats, 16 00
1 vise, 10 00, 1 coffee pot, 4 00
2 frames, 1 50, 1 coal hod, 2 00
1 watering pot, 2 00, 1 basin 75
9 chairs, 9 00, 1 roll board, 2 50
1 table 2 50, 1 step ladder, 3 00
1 desk, 7 00, 1 table, 14 00, 11 chairs, 1 1 00
1 wheel jack, 6 00, 4 chairs, 3 60




EXTINGUISHER COMPANY, NO. 5.
HOUSE ON STATE STREET.
AGE
Orwin Griffin, Foreman, Union street 43
John W. Dame, Ass't Foreman, State street 33
.Albert C. Anderson, Clerk, Union street 30
Levi W. Prior, Steward, Cabot street 25
Lorenzo Burnham, Tanner street 32
Robert Bowles, Albany street 25
Warren P. Webster, Union street 27
Elbridge Prior, Brimstone Hill, 40
Oliver M. Jellison, Rear Cabot street 42
James H. Bowles. Albany street 27
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Extinguisher
1 sign, 5 00. table and desk, 14 00, 6 chairs, 12 75
I chandelier, 10 00, 1 stove and fixtures, 12 00
1 force pump, 8 00, 3 lanterns, 12 00
1 bull's eye lantern. 2 00, 1 signal lantern, 3 00
4 kerosene lamps and fixtures,
2 axes, 2 00, 1 duster, 40, 1 hod and 2 shovels, 3 00
2 rubber coats, 10 00, 5 buckets, 5 00
1 monkev wrench, 2 00, 3 forked wrenches, 1 00
1 large wrench, 3 00, 5 acid bottles, 2 10
1 soda can, 1 co, 6 rubber buckets, 6 00
I soda box, 1 00, 2 tunnels, 3 00, 1 broom, 40
1 coffee pot, 3 00, 1 roll board, 1 25, frame, 1 00
^o feet rubber hose. 2^ 00, 1 set of badges, 10 00
wheel jack, 6 00, 1 watering pot, 1 00
snow shovel, 1 00, 1 coal sieve, 1 00




HOUSE ON ELM STREET.
AGE
John Moore, Foreman, Bridge street 39
Walter Chesley, Ass't Foreman, Market street 24
Richard H. Waldron, Clerk, Elm street 42
Oliver W. Ham, Dennett street 28
George Stringer, Russell street 45
Charles Robberts, Market street 44
Joseph Cooper, Hill street 28
Henry Wallace, North street ^o
Daniel D. Wendell, Langdon street 38
George Collum, Deer street 25
Schedule of Property ill charge of this Company.-
Extinguisher $Soo 00
1 sign, 6 00, 1 stove and fixtures, 12 00,
1 table, 14 00
10 chairs, 12 50, 1 lantern, 4 00
1 bull's eye lantern, 2 00, 1 single lantern, 5 00
1 force pump, 10 00, 3 axes, 3 00
coal shovel, 1 50, 1 watering pot, 1 00
3 rubber coats, 15 00, 3 wrenches, 3 00
1 large wrench, 3 00, 9 spanners, 1 75
6 acid bottles, 2 50, 7 soda cans, 1 7^
1 soda box, 1 00, 5 rubber buckets, 5 co
2 tunnels, 3 00, 1 coffee pot, 3 00
1 wheel jack, 5 00, 1 oiler, 30,
1 wash basin, 50, 2 oil cans, 6j
2 frames, 1 25, roll board, 1 25
1 duster, 1 00, 50 feet rubber hose, 25 00
small rubber hose, 2 00, 1 broom, 40




GARIBALDHHOQKAND LADDER, GO, NO. 1
HOUSE ON COURT STREET.
AGE.
Edward E. Mclntire, Foreman, Islington street 28
George A. Jackson, Ass't " Dearborn street 43
William B. Randall, Clerk, Pray street 47
Thomas A. Prior, steward, Cabot street 35
Charles A. Neal, Chapel street 37
Benjamin F. Winn, Union street 41
Michael E. Long, Russell street 38
George W. Green, High street 39
George W. Woods, Russell street 48
William II. Haddock, Cass street 30
Thomas R. Martin, Court street 43
Nathan F. Amee, Hanover street 25
John C. Lewis, Daniel street 36
John Donnell, Green street 30
George P. Abbott, Congress street 55
Oliver C. Stacey, State street 40
Robert H. Hall, Union street 30
John S. Rand, Jackson street 39
William H. Deverson, Union street 45
Samuel H. Kingsbury, State street 44
Thomas E. Call, Jr., Pleasant street 31
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Carriage and fixtures
stove and fixtures, 20 00, 6 chairs, 6 75
1 ax, 1 50, 1 table, 7 00
coffee boiler and dippers
1 whiffletree, 2 00, roll board, 2 50
1 frame, 1 00, 1 oil can, 1 oo, 1 set of badges, 10 00
1 extension ladder,




SUPPLY WAGON AND HORSE HOSE CARRIAGE.
AGE.
Samuel Stringer, Cor. Hanover & Vaughan street 24
James Armstrong, Cornwall street 27
Charles H. Stiles, Hanover street 22
George E. Mcintosh, Freeman's Point 31
Charles N. Merrill, Rear Market street 35
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
1 horse hose carriage $200 00
1 supply Avagon 1 25 00
1 harness, 15 00,4 lanterns, 16 00 31 00
17 coal bags, 45 00, 8 tubs, 20 00 65 00
Avatering pot, 1 50, 1 oil can, 40 1 90
2 buckets, 3 00, 1 harness for hose carriage, 35 00 38 00
6 neAv canvas bags 24 25
485 *5
Schedule of Property In Hose Room.
1 signal lantern, 4 50, 18 spanners, 4 50 $9 00
4 poles, 50 00, 1 Avheel jack, 6 00 56
00
1 boiler 10 00
75 <*>
94
Schedule of Property in Hose Tower.
7400 feet of leading hose (leather) 1 37 per foot
1000 " " " (linen) 1 00 "
3 stoves and boilers
1 Noyes' patent hose oiler and fixtures
1 patent coupling oil can
2 tubs
10 feet rubber hose, 5 00, 1 iron shovel, 1 50
2 buckets, 3 00, 1 lamp. 1 00, 1 ax, 2 00
1 wooden shovel, 1 00, 1 oil tank, 6 00
1 oil pump, 1 00, 1 broom, 25
5 gallons sperm oil
S63S
95
Reservoirs, Well and Hydrants.
One on Market Square, brick
One on School St., brick
One on Pleasant St.. brick
One on Austin St., "
One on Haymarket Square, brick
One in Rogers wood yaid, stone
One in Camenaeum yard, "
One on premises of Concord Railroad, stone
One near Eastern Railroad station, wood
One salt water reservoir, Universalist church, stone
One salt water reservoir, Brewster St., stone
One on Union St., wood
One on Dover St.,
One in Hanover St., School yard, brick
One on Madison St., stone
One on Summer St.,
One salt water reservoir, foot ofAtkinson St.
One li " " near Stokell & Co.'s stable
OAI.LI
96





Dearborn i—Charles Manent, Wibird street 49
Sagamore 2—Andrew J. Mclntire, Green St. 47
Kearsarge 3—George N. Jones, Russell St. 27
M. H. Goodrich 4—William II. Lovell, Hill St. 36
AGE.
Dearborn 1—Alvah Jellison, Hanover St. 33
Sagamore 2—Michael H. Gregg, Bridge St. 35
Kearsarge 3—Charles W. Brock, Islington St. 24
M. H. Goodrich 4—Thomas D. Wardwell, State St. .26
AGE.
Enoch Jones, Rear Court House 53
Fred C. Young, North St. 25
REPORT
m ;Ah 11 1 11
FOR THE YEAR
1878.
Printed ey Order of the Board of Aldermen.

Board of Instruction.
William H. Sise, Chairman.
John Pender, Secretary.
JOHN PENDER, )
A C HOYT '
JOHN H. LOCKE, ( terera exP ires Au §- *>
'
8l -
O. M. KNIGHT, J
CHARLES W. GARDNER, ^
ANDREW B. SHERBURNE, . . . , Q
DANIEL J. VAUGHAN, j
term expires Aug. t, 80.
ANNA B. WILSON, J
WILLIAM H. HACKETT,
)
JAMES R. MAY, I . .
ANDREW P. WENDELL, < tcrm exPires Au%' »' 79-
HELEN C. KNIGHT. J
High School Committee.
Chairman, James R. May, for one year,
Daniel J. Vaughan, for two years,
A. C. Hovt, for three years.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
COMMITTEE ON SALARIES :
VAUGHAN, HOYT AND MRS. WILSON.
COMMITTEE ON TEXT BOOKS :
PENDER, VAUGHAN AND GARDNER.
EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS :
MRS. KNIGHT, HACKETT AND HOYT.
TRUANCY :
O. M. KNIGHT, WENDELL AND SHERBURNE.
PURCHASES :
LOCKE, PENDER AND GARDNER.
Grrade Committees.
ON GRAMMAR GRADES :
GARDNER, VAUGHAN AND HOYT.
ON INTERMEDIATE GRADES :
MRS. WILSON, MAY AND SHERBURNE.
ON PRIMARY GRADES :
MRS. KNIGHT, PENDER AND LOCKE.
District Committees.
COMMITTEE OF DISTRICT NO. ONE :
HOYT, LOCKE AND MRS. KNIGHT.
COMMITTEE OF DISTRICT NO. TWO :
PENDER, HACKETT AND MRS. WILSON.
COMMITTEE OF DISTRICT NO. THREE :
GARDNER, WENDELL AND SHERBURNE.
OF SUBURBAN SCHOOLS
:




for the year 1878.
To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
The High School Committee for 187S respectfully submit
the following report
:
Throughout the past year, the course of study, as heretofore
approved, has been continued. Several changes, temporary
and permanent, have occurred among the corps of instructors.
During the brief illness, in September, of the Principal, the
school, by kind permission from the Committee of District 3,
was in the efficient charge of Mr. R. H. Perkins, Grammar
Master of that District. Mr. Clarke, on October 1st, resumed
his duties in restored health.
The resignation, at the end of the Fall term, of Miss Bailey,
the accomplished First Assistant, was a source of regret to the
Committee. Thev have however gladlv availed themselves of
6
the opportunity to promote Miss Kate II. Hooper, who. for five
years, has given devoted service as Second Assistant. Miss E.
J. W. Magraw is now advanced to Second Assistant, and Miss
L. E. Giddings, since the beginning of the School year, has
acted acceptably as Third Assistant.
Your Committee, while aware that the School has been
conducted with strict economy, and, since its consolida-
tion, at a much reduced expense, have effected a re-adjustment
of salaries by which a still further saving will be obtained.
The cost of sustaining this High School has always been be-
low the average sum expended for such purpose by the other
cities of the State. It is now below that of any, and a further
reduction would not be a cause for congratulation to the city
or to ourselves.
It is again our duty to call attention to the defective state of
the furnaces, which are unable to heat the rooms in severe
weather. We hope that action for our relief in this regard
will not be deferred. Although the School, under the pres-
ent Principal, has not been closed for a single day by reason
of the cold, yet it has been continued, on occasions, at great
inconvenience, and at risk of illness to teachers and pupils.
One new furnace is imperatively needed.
The good effect of the rule adopted by the Committee by
which no pupil is allowed promotion with the class at the end
of the year who has not attained seventy-five per cent, of the
highest possible number of marks for that year, and by which
no pupil is allowed to receive a Diploma who has not also re-
ceived seventy-five per cent, for the entire course, has been ap-
parent in the general working of the School and in the Grad-
uating Exercises of the class of '7S, which were of high merit.
These Exercises are undoubtedly stimulating to the scholars
and attractive to their relatives and friends. They require
however such lengthy preparation from the pupil, and make
7
such ad Jed strain upon the teacher, that the Committee are
disposed to consider some plan by which the annual Exhibi-
tion may be modified.
Your Committee are well pleaded to state that, during
this year of unusual change, the School has steadily maintained
its excellent reputation for discipline and good habits, and that
it is at present in a creditable condition.
Very respectfully,
JAMES R. MAY, ~) " Committee
D. J. VAUGHAN, on
A. C. HOYT, ) High School.
Portsmouth, Dec. 31, 1878.
Number and Attendance.





First Term.—Arithmetic, Physical Geography, Latin Gram-
mar and Lessons.
Second Term.—Algebra three times a week and Arithme-
tic once, Physical Geography, Latin Grammar and Lessons.
Third Term.—Algebra three times a week and Arithmetic
once, Natural History, Latin Grammar and Lessons.
Wednesday and Saturday : Reading, English Grammar,
History.
Declamations and Compositions begun the first term and
continued throughout the course.
SECOND YEAR.
First Term.—Algebra, Natural Philosophy, Latin Gram-
mar and Reader.
Second Term.—Geometry three times a week and Algebra
once, Natural Philosophy, Latin Grammar and Reader.
Third Term.—Geometry, Chemistry, Cresar.
Wednesday and Saturday : Reading, Composition, History.
THIRD YEAR.
First Term.—Geometry, Chemistry, Cassar.
Second Term.—Book-keeping, Chemistry, Cicero.
Third Term.—Astronomy, Constitution of the United States.
Cicero.
Wednesday and Saturday : Reading, Rhetoric, History.
FOURTH YEAR.
First Term.—Surveying, Geology, Virgil.
Second Term.—Surveying completed and Commercial
Arithmetic begun. Geology completed and Art Criticism
begun, Virgil.
Third Term.—Commercial Arithmetic, Art Criticism com-
pleted. Botany, Virgil.
,
Wednesday and Saturday : Reading, English Literature,
Moral Philosophy first half of the year, and English Grammar
and Parsing the last half.
During the third and fourth year French is studied by all
the pupils. Surveying the fourth year by the boys only.
LIST OF TEXT-BOOKS.
Mathematics.—Arithmetic, Greenleaf ; Algebra, Eaton's El-
ementary : Geometry, Bradbury's ; Book-keeping, Shores'
;
Surveying, Davies ; Commercial Arithmetic, Crittenden.
Science.—Physical Geography, Guyot ; Natural History,
Tenney ; Natural Philosophy, Quackenbos ; Chemistry, You-
man ; Astronomy, Lockyer ; Geology, Tenney ; Botany, Gray ;
Latin.—Grammar and Reader, Harkness ; Latin Prose
Book, Hanson ; Virgil, Searing.
French.—Grammar,Keetels ; Reading Book, Duffer's French
Literature.
English Language.—Grammar, Swinton ; Parsing Book,
Weld ; Rhetoric, Haven ; English Literature, Hunt ; Sixth
Reader, Munroe ; Historical Reader, Anderson ; Shakespeare's
Plays, Hudson's School Edition.
Miscellaneous.—Outlines of History, Swinton ; Constitution
of the United States, Hart; Moral Philosophy, Peabody ; Art
Criticism, Sampson; Penmanship, Spencerian System.
Graduates of Class of '78.
Girls : Annie Almena Emery ; Lizzie Wiley Freeman ;
Nellie Grace Ham ; Flora Lydston ; Mary Abbie Moulton ;
Mary Frances Rand
; Jennie Lincoln Randall ; Isabel Good-
win Roberts ; Carrie Green Tanton ; Florence Lillian Walker.
Boys : Daniel Stephen Broderick ; Charles Parker Brown ;
Charles Albert Davis ; Willis Osmon Lang ; Isa Henry Le-





For "diligent application, good deportment and general im-
provement in all the studies pursued."
Young Ladies.—First Medal, Sadie Paul ; 2nd Medal, Grace
Marvin.
Young Gentlemen. First Medal, Morris Green ; 2nd Med-
al, John W. Langley.
THIRD CLASS.
Best scholars in Book-keeping and Mathematics, including
all the branches of the latter pursued during this and the prev-
ious years."
Young Ladies.—Alice J. Newton.
This young lady has also maintained the first rank in gener-
al scholarship.
Young Gentlemen.—Burnham Stickney.
Best Scholar in English Composition, (only young gentle-
men contend,) Samuel W. Emery.
For "diligent application, good deportment and general im-
provement in all the studies pursued."
Young Ladies.—Second Medal, Ellen Gage ; Third Medal,
Alice M. Marston.
Young Gentlemen.—Winthrop L. Marvin.
This young gentleman has maintained the first rank in gen-
eral scholarship.
FOURTH CLASS.
Best scholars in Latin, also in Mathematics.
Young Ladies.—Flora Lydston.
Young Gentlemen.—Daniel S. Broderick.
These scholars have also maintained the highest rank in
general scholarship.
Miss Lydston has not been absent during the four years'
course.
For "diligent application, good deportment and general im-
provement in all the studies pursued."
Young Ladies.—Second Medal, Isabel G. Roberts ; Third
Medal, Lizzie W. Freeman.
For best English Composition, (only young ladies contend,)
the fourth Medal has been awarded to Carrie G. Tanton.
Florence L. Walker and Nellie G. Ham have not been tardy
during the course of four years.
For "diligent application, good deportment and general im-
provement in all the studies pursued."
Young Gentlemen.—Second Medal, Isa H. Leveen ; Third
Medal, Charles A. Davis ; Fourth Medal, Charles P. Brown.
Willis O. Lang has not been absent, and Amos R. Locke
has not been tardy during the course of four years.
The compositions of Annie A. Emery of the graduating
class, and of Benjamin F. Tripp of the third class were judged
to be the second in merit.

OF THE
Chairman of the Board of Instruction.
To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
As Chairman of the Board of Instruction I would respect-
fully make the following report for the year ending Dec. 31,
1S7S:
For the condition of the Schools I refer you to the very full
reports of the several Committees.
In 1S77 the need of another School house in District Two
was so extremely urgent, that at the request of this Board, the
City Government leased of Mr. James Moses for a term of five
years, the building on State street at the rate of $120 per an-
num. In this action some one evidently blundered ; for it was
soon discovered that the structure was not suitable for the ob-
ject for which it was obtained ; hence it is now closed. The
upper room of the Cabot street School house is being parti-
tioned off for the accommodation of this School.
The expense of maintaining our Schools is attracting the at-
tention of the citizens to an unusual degree, and they expect a
reduction in so far as it will be consistent with the cause and
standard of education ; I am pleased to note that this Board
H
has already appointed a Committee to consider this important
subject.
Your attention will soon be called to the manner in which
our School buildings are heated, for I consider that in this we
are much behind the times ; as far as my knowledge goes there
is only one apartment in which coal is used, all the others be-
ing warmed with wood ; the High School building also ex-
cepted ; the cost of heating the Academy alone the past year,
estimated at $154, whereas if coal had been used the estimated
expense would not have exceeded $75. I am confident there-
fore that by giving place to furnaces where practicable a much
needed saving in the cost for fuel will be obtained.
I have only to add in conclusion that it is the earnest wish
of this Board to act with you in all your endeavors for the best
interests of our Schools.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM H. SISE,




Portsmouth, December 31, 1878.
To the Chairman of the Board of Instruction:
The Committee of the Grammar Grade, would re-
port the schools under their supervision, to be in a
very good condition. The only change of teachers
that has been made, is the appointment of Mr.
Hawkes of Portland, as Master of the Jones School.
The time that has elapsed since his installation
has been hardly sufficient to enable us to deter-
mine the result of his labors, but from what has al-
ready been developed, directly and indirectly, we
are encouraged to believe that they are bent in the
right direction. The transfer of Miss Hill's first
class (which has hitherto completed the Grammar
course in her room) to the Master's room, and in-
creasing the number of his scholars, is a new dep ar-
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ture—a movement too long neglected—the object
being to make the grades uniform throughout the
city. The full intent of the Committee is still unac-
complished, because it is a matter that requires time
to perfect. When completed however, we be-
lieve that the future of all the scholars in District
two will show the wisdom of the change.
The general attendance has been better (see sta-
tistics) than that of the preceding year, and in some
of the schools we have discovered a lively ambition
to excel, in contrast with a listless indifference that
has been noticeable in former years. Most of our
girls and boys by the time they reach the lower
grade of the Grammar department, have a dim con-
sciousness of the object of attending school, and
therefore it is here,that one may watch with increased
interest the unfolding of the mind and the general
bearing of the pupil. If a child develops no stronger
desire nor greater ambition to learn and excel than
marked his career in the grades below, there must be
a lack somewhere, either in the scholar or the prima-
ry instruction.
Ofmental work, discipline, manner of conducting
recitations, &c, all of which is being so ably discussed
by our professional educators, there lias nothing
been w ritten nor said that bristles with so many good
points as is found in a Manual for the guidance of
Teachers, prepared by the Superintendent of Schools
in New Bedford, Mass. For instance :
"The Moral in school affairs should dominate the
Intellectual. A worthy and aspiring character is of
far more importance in human life than the highest
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triumphs of the mind. Let the teacher, therefore,
solemnly and constantly hold this truth in view, im-
press it on the minds of the scholars, and make the
school a training field for the achievement of moral
even more than of intellectual successes."
In reference to mental work: "Scholars should
not he helped over difficulties that they are able to
overcome themselves." *
"Some scholars suffer for want of a little assistance
given at the proper time and in the proper way.
This should never be direct, but, by starting back to
some point which they do understand, let them be
led to the difficulties to be encountered."
''Discipline, in the true signification, implies all the
the loftiest and most effective moral forces which the
teacher can command, brought steadily to bear for
the production of that noblest of all fruits of educa-
tion, a high toned, refined and admirable character."
"Order, while indispensable, is an incident, only,
not the chief product of discipline. A school may
be in a state of wretched discipline in lohich the order
is complete." * * * *
There is a certain amount of motion and noise in-
cident to school work that is reasonable and asrreea-
ble to a healthy mind. The motion and bustle of a
noisy, uncontrolled school, are very different from
those of a good school heartily and self-forgetfully at
work."
Of text books :
"There is nothing worthy the name of education
in the inane memorizing from text books that con-
stitutes the chief work of many a school. Yet they
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have legitimate and admirable uses; and in the hands
of a good teacher become powerful instruments to
secure industry, precision, accuracy and self-help on
the part of the pupil. *
The text-books in geography, made for the use of
schools, in localities widely separated from each oth-
er, contain much that is comparatively useless.
The study of history, like that of geography, is too
frequently so conducted as to be distasteful, weari-
some, and well nigh fruitless. It is made a matter of
cold, formal question and answer, so that the study is
made one of dry words, instead of interesting facts."
We have no space for further extracts. These
epigrammatic assertions are not merely the adopted
rules of a single board of supervisors of a town in a
neighboring State, but they are recognized by our
best teachers and school supervisors throughout the
land, as leading principles in the matter of common
school instruction. They are not only held to be
true as applied to the schools of our city, but they
are embodied to a considerable extent in the every
day practice of our teachers.
SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS.
It seems to us that if our school buildings were
better arranged, the schools of each District more
closely grouped, or better still, concentrated under
one roof, greater results in educational progress
would be attained. Especially is this true, of the
First and Second Districts, where the Schools are
widely separated. It is true that times are hard and
taxes burdensome, but nevertheless, we cannot afford
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to neglect those means by which our children are
made ready to fill our places and properly discharge
the weighty responsibilities of manhood and woman-
hood. And the fact, that Portsmouth bears an un-
favorable comparison with other towns of New
Hampshire and contiguous States, in the matter of
school buildings, should not be forgotten. Why
should not our school houses be as good as our
churches, of which few places of its size can boast of
better ? In these, we generally spend but an hour or
two, one day in seven. Should we not provide as
costly edifices for our children, in which to undergo
the rigid drill that the routine of school-life enforces?
Again, one of the most vital deficiencies in the con-
struction of the buildings that are afforded us, is in
the manner of ventilating. While the wisest meth-
ods of supplying the needs of our common schools are
engaging the attention of some of the best minds of
our day, it is to be regretted that there is generally
so little attention given to the subject of how best to
get pure air for our children, while in the school-room.
We cannot plead too strongly for an improvement
in this direction, if such a thing is possible. Impure
air meets you at the threshold of well nigh every
school-room in the city, making itself even ap-
parent to the taste, as well as to the smell. Is it a
matter of surprise that diseases of the throat and
lungs are at times prevalent ? Bad ventilation is so
insidious in its effects on the human system, that it is
not manifested by any positive form of disease, but
rather by enervating the bodily functions and pro-
ducing general lassitude, thus inviting disease, by
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unfitting the system to contend against it. The
wonder is, that so much health is maintained, in spite
of these adverse conditions. We should seek to dis-
cover the most improved, as well as the most simple
and intelligent methods of ventilation, and apply
them, until we triumph over this destroyer of health.
TO PARENTS.
In closing, we take occasion to express a regret
that the fathers and mothers of our children and all
who bear the burden occasioned by the cost of main-
taining our present common school system, are so
unfamiliar with the manner of conducting our
schools, and with the actual condition of these nurse-
ries of instruction. We fully believe it to be the
duty of all good citizens to visit our schools occasion-
ally, and satisfy themselves in relation to any ques-
tion concerning them, that may exist. Many
find fault before learning the whole of a case ; sit
in judgment upon the teacher, on the complaint and
testimony of an aggrieved child; and, perhaps,
roundly censure the committee for employing such
a teacher. It is very true that sometimes there
may be cause for complaint, but oftener, there is
not a shadow of foundation. Of course we readi-
ly grant that errors of judgment and action, are
ofttimes committed by both teachers and committees.
The same short-sightedness exists here, that attaches
itself to all other deiiartinents of life, and which must
still continue so long as human discrimination and
judgment are fallible. But we are fully persuaded
that the verdict of public opinion respecting the
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manner in which our schools are conducted and su-
pervised, would be materially changed, if a little time
was devoted by parents and others, to the inspection
of our work.
CHAS. W. GARDNER,





The Committee in Intermediate Grade in mak-
ing their second annual report, have to mention sev-
eral changes in the grade, viz ; The Manning school
heretofore including Intermediate and Primary in the
same room, has been divided, and each grade has
now its own room, already proving the wisdom of the
change.
The District Committee ofward two, abolished the
position of assistant to Mr. Kidder, whereby we lost
from our grade, Miss Barri, our loss resulting in her
gain, as she was made Principal over a Primary
school and we learn has already won success in her
new position. In Miss Wood's school, boys have
been placed for the first time, and thus for, this in-
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novation has more than fulfilled the expectations of
the most sanguine.
We are pleased to record the evident desire and
ready cooperation on the part of our teachers, to
practically carry out the suggestions made from time
to time, and to note most favorable results. At the
same time, we would urge continued vigilance in the
details of the disciplinary department of the teacher's
work. It has come to be recognized that the State
cannot begin too early, the work of disciplining its
citizens, and the school-room, is the primary depart-
ment of the State. Here, should the work begin, by
the formation of habits of attention, of silence, of self-
control, of obedience to law. Who can measure the
results of such training ? And who cannot trace in
the records of crime, the lack of it in early life ?
Character, unlike reputation, is of slow growth, fed
from within, and sustained only by constant training
and watchfulness in every direction. In emphasizing
this portion of the teacher's work, we would not be
understood, that perfect stillness and a rigid position
be always maintained, for in school work, there must
necessarily be some noise and motion, but we earnest-
ly desire that discipline, which implies the loftiest
moral force, and inculcates an aim for true character.
In the school room is this most important work be-
gun.
The order of studies, now being prepared, by the
masters will, we trust, give more time for oral instruc-
tion. This can be gained in a great measure, by
elimination. The text-book often hampers the mind
of the pupil, by its phraseology ; ofttimes extinguish
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ing the thought, in the struggling effort to master the
language. We have witnessed lamentable examples
of this nature, and dejnore the waste of time and en-
ergy, by both teacher and pupil. Would it not be
wise for the teachers to meet, and by interchange of
opinion and experience, decide upon such portions of
the text-book, as may advantageously be omitted ?
After a careful examination of Geographies, we
recommend a change, substituting Harper's, which far
out values the one now in use, in its division and
treatment of subjects, combining with each Geogra-
phy lesson, a reading lesson. This change need ne-
cessitate no extra expense. When the next class
takes up the study of Geography, Harper's can be
purchased instead of the one now in use.
We would again ask for physical exercises, at least
once in a session, to give change of position, mental
as well as bodily, and an opportunity for thoroughly
ventilating the room by opening the windows. Of
course there will come days, when press of work or
incidental occurrences will preclude these exercises,
when they could be better dispensed with, than per-
formed, but we would advise the adoption, leaving
the fulfillment to the wise discretionary power of the
teacher.
Can we not in this grade, commence the construc-
tion of sentences. Giving a very few words, well de-
fined, to be incorporated in separate sentences ? thus
aiding the pupil in speaking and writing the Eng-
lish language, and laying a good foundation for com-
position. Could this not be done at least orcein the
month ?
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Sewing, a knowledge of Avhich, is ,so essential to
the wife and mother, and which no more "comes by
nature" than do reading and writing, (although some
persons seem to think so,) has been for some years
taught in the schools ofthis grade. During this year
there have been four schools, in the different wards,
where teachers, specially provided for this branch of
instruction, have taught the u'irls for one hour of two
afternoons in each week. Thus the time of the other
teachers is not encroached upon ; indeed they cordially
co-operate in the plan, and testify to its importance
;
for it is found that with many of the children, this
systematic instruction is all which they ever receive
in the use of their needle. Parents are invited to
send work of their own to be done by the children
;
but ifthey do not, materials are provided. Last sum-
mer some ladies, who have been much interested in
this deviation from the old routine of the schools, of-
fered silver thimbles to the girls of each school, who
would make the most improvement in their sewing.
The effect of this was very good ; and the garments
which were offered for examination in awarding
the prizes, plainly showed both the industry of those
whohad made them, and the fidelity and efficiency
of their teachers.
Industrial Drawing has recently become a regular
branch of study in the public schools of most cities of
our size, and we most earnestly advise the introduc-
tion of this study into our schools. We have not on-
ly this year's pupils to consider, but all who follow
They are to go out into the world, side by side, with
men and women from other towns. Shall they go
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forth, unfitted in the requirements of our age ? un-
fitted for the competition before them ? Thus -will
it be, if we deprive the boys and girls of to-day, of
what we should freely give them.
It is not here, that we could enumerate the bene-
fits to be derived from this study. They will be
found in every branch of industry. We will only
mention the indirect advantages, such as acquiring
habits of observation, developing qualities which will
lead to high attainments in mechanical business, and
tend also to a growth in aesthetic culture. May we
here be permitted to quote from a published report,
on this branch of education, as represented at our
Centennial.
'•The inferiority of English ornament as discovered
in the London Fair in 1851, led to the foundation of
the South Kensington Museum, and ultimately to
thousands of art schools, to train the skill and taste
of its artisans. The immense revolution in the pro-
duct of British industry as regards aesthetic value,
because known through subsequent world's fairs, and
other nations have copied England's example. It is a
strange thought, that this simple change in the course
of study of our public schools making Industrial
Drawing a regular branch of study, and laying great
stress upon it, will be sufficient after a few years, to
modify the national character."
With this almost a prophecy, from some of the
wisest educators in our land, can we, as part of the
great whole sit idle, or shall we not be ready to do
our part toward improving the future of our nation ?







Greatly improved accommodations for our Prima-
ries in the Cabot street, State street and Manning
school-houses have been secured during the past year,
separate, spacious, well ventilated rooms ; so that the
committee on school buildings are not at fault if both
teachers and pupils do not improve accordingly.
The Bartlett Primaries as well as the Spalding
School-house call for immediate attention. Two
teachers cannot teach and discipline their scholars in
the same closely crowded room. Babel is not a con-
dition favorable for study. However good the work-
men, the quality of his work must depend upon his
tools. Let us give our teachers good tools to work
with. The building temporarily occupied by Miss
Chesley is in no way fit for winter sessions. It was,
at best, a make-shift. The size of the room brings
many of the children into close proximity to a gener-
ous stove where they roast for the benefit of the rest
;
numerous windows and thin walls make equable
warmth quite out of the question.
The Cabot street school has lost a long known
teacher, Miss Marion Ham, whose assidious devotion
to her work covered twenty years or more.
Several of the schools show commendable improve-
ment in methods of teaching. Blackboard exercises
for rudimental knowledge gain in favor. They fix
the attention, train the eye, while the animated talk
of a bright and enthusiastic teacher helps to interest
and stimulate the mind. We should be glad to have
more object teaching. Books are necessary, yet the
teacher can do more and better than books in help-
ing children to see, enquire, compare and know ; for,
they must be taught how to use their own faculties
first of all.
When shall we have drawing regularly taught?
The best schools have it, and we must be among the
best.
Since Primary schools so largely help to shape
the mental habits and character of a people, their
teachers may well aim at the highest excellence in
their profession.





Committee of Suburban Schools.
The Committee on Suburban schools report that
the schools under their immediate supervision are in
2;ood condition.
These schools, unlike the graded schools in the com-
pact part of the city, are from the necessary varied
nature of the teachers' duties, less likely to show
great results. The scholars are of so many differ-
ent ages, and at times, are prevented from a constant
attendance in the inclement season of the year, while
the necessity for many classes small in numbers, de-
prives the teacher of that concentrated effort, which
tells upon larger classes.
The labor of these teachers is constant, but often-
er with less satisfactory results than would be at-
tained with scholars graded and taught in larger
classes.
In the Woodbury School, Mr. Thomas K. Shannon
has continued as teacher, acceptably alike to parents
and the committee.
This school like the others under the supervision
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of your committee is deprived of the advantages of
the services of the writing master, the effect of which
is seen to some extent in the case shown by scholars
in making figures and like details. This school,
though annually deprived, by promotion, of many of
its best pupils, continues to be efficiently taught, and
our examinations show a goodly interest by pupils as
well as master.
At the Plains School, Miss Garrett maintains the
high rank as a teacher for which she has heretofore
been noted. Her school is admirably governed, and
we have been especially gratified at witnessing the
deportment of her scholars and their proficiency.
The plain figures upon the blackboard and the good
penmanship of the pupils in this school have been
particularly noticeable.
At the La Fayette School, taught by Miss Rothwell
since September last, the committee are especially
gratified to note an improved condition in the ap-
pearance of the school, the tidiness of the room, the
punctuality of the scholars and their proficiency.
Miss Rothwell seems to infuse an energy among her
pupils, and upon our visits we have been gratified to
witness that their knowledge was not confined solely
to memorizing the language of the books, but they
possessed in a great degree, a thorough knowledge
of the subjects taught. Correct reading is one of the
commendable features of this school.
The Suburban Schools with fewer opportunities than
our schools in town, nevertheless furnish some of our
brightest and best pupils. The varied duties here re-
quired of a teacher demand that the scholars should
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be taught constantly by the best teachers to be se-
cured for the remuneration appropriated. Some of
the scholars in these schools come from long; dis-
tances, and the records of attendance, as well as the
deportment of these schools show that among their
pupils is some of the best material for good schol-
arship of which our city can boast.






















































































C.Jasper Rand, Lafayette school 10 oo
Ann Downing, Franklin school 66 76
Charles E. Buzzell, Walker school 20 00
William H. Akerman, Jones & Peabody school 120 00
Clement G. Clark, Cabot street School 40 00
Isaac Waldron, Haven and Manning school 191 00
Alfred D. Emery, Bartlett school 10 00
John E. Larrabee, State street school 5 00
Joseph Wain, Spaulding school 30 69
Charles W. Evans, Plains school 20 00
Amos R. Locke, High School 83 34
Mary Kane, Bartlett school S 00
Horace W. Dennett, Woodbury school 8 50
Simon Burnham, Walker and Bartlett school 92 00
Laura E. Giddings, State street school 8 33
Maggie Moulton, Walker & Cabot street school 23 36
Michael Leary, Jones school 28 40
John Callahan, Bartlett school 15 43
M. A. O'Donnell, Jones school 6 00
Irving Rand, Lafayette school 5 00
Walter Pryor, Cabot street school 26 67
Laura E. Lowd, State street school 3 70
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Charles H. Kingsbury, High school 31 25
Fred L. Ham, Lafayette school 5 00
Contingent.
Earing & Martin, brushes, &c.
Mercer Goodrich, cash paid for labor
Henry H. Ham, repairing" clock
John P. Sweetser, dippers, brushes, &c.




Stephen W. Clarke, cash paid for labor
Samuel W. Cole, music
Ayers & Locke, ribbon
Hutchinson &. Connell, clock, &c.
Henry F. Gerrish, oil
A. C. Hoyt, expresses and cash paid for paper
William Ware & Co., charts
New England School Furniture Co., crayon
Anderson & Junkins, screens, &c.














bumitf , Unubb and Primary Schools.
SIXTH DIVISION.
Second class.
Reading, Jive hours a week. Names of letters and words,
learned from charts. Words as wholes learned from charts
and pictures. Make clear to the child's apprehension the dif-
ference between an object, its picture and its name. Every
word to be first spelled by sound ; and at the proper stage of
progress, word-cards must be freely used to make sentences
from.
Letters can now be taught by their names, ist Reader
completed.
Spelling, three hours a week. Words on charts, from all read-
ing lessons, and names of familiar objects by letter and by
sound ; as soon as pupils can write, there should be a daily
exercise in writing words from dictation.
Arithmetic, one and one-third hours a week. Count to 50 by
I's, 2's, 3's, 4's and 5's. Ideas of counting and combining
numbers to be developed by use of numeral frame. Give
thorough drill in writing Arabic numerals on slate and black-
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board, using forms as found in Spencerian System. Write
and read numbers to 60.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading, Jive hours a week. 2d Reader completed. Ques-
tions on meaning of all reading lessons. Names, forms, and
uses of all punctuation marks occurring in reading lessons.
Spelling, three and two-thirds hours a week. Words from all
reading lessons ; names of objects in and about the school-
room ; names of other common and familiar objects.
Arithmetic, two hours a week. Count to 100 and back, by i's,
2's, 3's, 4's, and 5's. Roman notation to C. Write and read
numbers to a 1000. Addition tables, and multiplication tables
to 10 by 12, as found on Hoyt's Combination Card. Add three
columns of figures, six in length. Multiply by one figure.
Writing. Frequent exercises in writing letters and words
on slate and blackboard ; Spencerian System, holding the pen-
cil in proper writing position.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Oral Instruction one hour a week . Good morals, politeness,
cleanliness of person and dress. Form, size and color. Pu-
pils to be taught by frequent conversations on common ob-
jects, to express their ideas freely in correct language.
Music, Gymnastics, and General Exercises, one and one-third
hours a week. Vocal music ; and free gymnastics for the upper
parts of the body, every session.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a iveek. During the longer af-
ternoon sessions of the school year, the apportionment of time
shall be as above, except in 1st class Arithmetic, two and one-
half hours, and 2nd class Arithmetic, one and five-sixth hours a
week. Oral Instruction, both classes, one and one-third hours a
week.
Directions. Pupils should at no time be allowed to sit idle
for lack of employment. Recitations should be short and va-





Reading, three and one-third hours a week. 3d Reader to les-
son 41, page 106. Questions on the meaning of all reading
lessons. Names, forms and uses of all punctuation marks.
Daily exercises on the sounds of vowels.
Spelling, one and five-sixths hours a week. Pupils to spell and
define words occurring in reading lessons ; their own names ;
names of city, county and State ; days of the week, and months
of the year ; other common words.
Arithmetic, three hours a week. Count by 2's, 3's,— io's, to
100 and back. Write and read all numbers to 1 000 000.
Addition, subtraction and multi plication tables as found on
Hoyt's Combination Card. Roman notation, both oral and
written. Frequent exercises in adding and subtracting small
numbers mentally.
Add six columns of figures six in length. Multiply by two
figures.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading, three arid one-third hours a tveek. 3d Reader com-
pleted. Questions on the meaning of all reading lessons
;
punctuation marks ; sounds of vowels and consonants.
Spelling, one and five-sixth hours a week. Review spelling of
2d class ; spell from all reading lessons ; names of N. E.
States, and their capitals and chief cities; counties, cities and
principal rivers in New Hampshire.
Arithmetic, three hours a w>eek. Count by 2's, 3's,— 12's, to
100 and back.
Write and read all numbers to 1 000 000 000. All tables
on Combination Card to 12 by 12. Frequent exercises in
combining small numbers. Addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion by four figures : division by three figures.
Elementary Geography, two hours a week ; to page 30.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, two hours a week. Spencerian Tracing Book—Nos.
1 and 2. Frequent exercises in writing capital and small let-
ters ; holding the pencil in proper writing position.
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Oral Instruction, one hour a week. In geography with respect
to the form and motions of the earth, the points of compass,
etc. Special attention to be given to the geography of our own
city and State. Time by the clock : divisions of time ; colors,
form, etc. Child's Book of Nature, part ist. Other instruc-
tion as in 6th Division.
Music, Gyinnastics, and General Exercises, one hour a tveek.
Vocal music ;and free gymnastics for the upper parts of the
body, every session.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week. During the longer af-
ternoon sessions of the school year, the apportionment of time
shall be as above ; except in reading, each class, three and two-
thirds hours, and in spelling, each class, two hours a week.
Oral Instruction, both classes, one and one-third hours a
week.
Directions.—No pupil should be allowed to sit idle for lack




Reading.—Three hours a week. 4th Reader to Lesson
36th, Page 126th. Questions on the meaning of all reading
lessons. Names, forms and uses of punctuation marks. Fre-
quent exercises on the sounds of the vowels and consonants.
Spelling.—One and one-fourth hours a week. Speller to
Chapter VIII, Page 41st. Words occurring in lessons from
all text-books used. Common and familiar words.
Arithmetic.—Two hours a week. Count by 2'$, 3'6, 4's
—
io's, n's and i2's to 100 and back. All tables on Combina-
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tion Card to 9 by 15. Frequent mental exercises in combin-
ing small numbers. Write and read all numbers to quintil-
lions. Practical Arithmetic to Review Exercises, Page 54th.
Mental Arithmetic. One and one-third hours a week. To
Lesson 14th, Page 33d.
Geography.—One and one-third hours a week. Elementa-
ry Geography to section 6th, Page 49th. Counties of New
Hampshire. Location and boundaries of our own city.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading.—Three hours a week. 4th Reader completed.
Review other work of 2d Class.
Spelling.—One and three-fourths hours a week. Speller t°
Chapter 12th, Page 61 st. Other work as in 2d Class.
Arithmetic.—Two hours a week. Practical Arithmetic to
Art. 1 20th, Page 87th.
Mental Arithmetic.—One and two-thirds hours a week.
Mental Arithmetic to English Money, Page 52d. All tables
on Combination Card.
Geography.—One and five-sixths hours a week. Review
work of 2d class. Elementary Geography to Europe, Page 6j.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing.—One and one-third hours a week. Writing
Books, Nos. 1 and 2.
Oral Instruction.—One hour a week. Lines, Angles, Plane
Figures, Objects, Trades, Occupations. Hooker's Child's
Book of Nature, Part 2d. Other instruction as in 6th Divi-
sion.
Music and Gymnastics.—Five-sixths of an hour a week.
Vocal music. Free gymnastics for the upper parts of the body
every session.
Devotional Exercises.—One hour a week. During the
longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the apportion-
ment of time shall be as above, except the first class Practical
Arithmetic, 31-4; second class Practical Arithmetic, 2 3-4
;
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first class Geography, 2 1-3; second class Geography, 1 5-6
hours a week.
Both classes, Oral Instruction, one and one- third hours a
week.
Recitations and exercises should he short and varied.
THIRD DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Reading.—Two hours a week. 4th Reader reviewed. Fall
term, Intermediate Reader to Lesson 26th, Page 95th. Fre-
quent drill on introductory exercises. Questions on the mean-
ing of all reading lessons. Names, forms, and uses of punctu-
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ation murks. Frequent practice on the sounds of the vowels
and consonants. Frequent drill in diacritical markings.
Spelling.—One and one-half hours a week. Speller to
Chapter 23d, Page 80th. Words occurring in lessons from all
text-books used. Special attention to be given to the spelling
of common geographical names, as States, territories, capitals,
etc. Other common and familiar words.
Arithmetic.—Two and one-half hours a week. Review all
tables and counting frequently. Frequent mental exercises in
combining small numbers. Practical Arithmetic to Page
119th. Give frequent exercises in notation, numeration and
the four fundamental rules.
Mental Arithmetic.—One and one-half hours a week. Men-
tal Arithmetic to Lesson 33d, Page 89th, omitting Lessons
10th, 2 1 st, 22d, 23d and 24th.
Geography.—One and one-third hours a week. Elementary
Geography completed and thoroughly reviewed. Particular
attention to be given to the geography of our own city, coun-
try and state.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading. Two hours a week. Intermediate Reader, Les-
son 56th. Other work as in 2d class.
Spelling. One and one-half hours a week. Speller to
Chapter 32d, Page 95th. Other work as in 2nd class.
Arithmetic. Two and one-half hours a week. Practical
Arithmetic to Art. 167th, Page 144th, omitting pages 125th
and 126th. For other work see directions for 2d class.
Mental Arithmetic. One and one-half hours a week. Men-
tal Arithmetic to Lesson 36th, Page 99th, omitting as directed
in 2d class.
Geography. One and five-sixths hours a week. Interme-
diate Geography to Page 23d.
Language and Composition. One hour a week. Pupils
taught to select subjects from objects and to describe their
form, size, color and other properties. To develop their
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thoughts in .sentences with proper use of capitals and punctua-
tion marks. All grammatical instruction, according to the
grammar used in ist Division.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing. One and one-third hours a week. Writing
Books, Nos. 2 and 3.
Oral Instruction. One hour a week. National Flag.
Abbreviation as given in the speller. Qualities and uses of fa-
miliar objects. Child's Book of Nature, Part 2d. Other oral
instruction as in 6th Division.
Music and Gymnastics. Five-sixths of an hour. Vocal
music. Free gymnastics, for the upper parts of the body, every
session.
Devotional Exercises. One hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the
apportionment of time shall be as above except the first and
second class Reading, 2 1-2 ; first and seeond Geography^ each,
2 ; Oral Instruction, 1 1-3 ; Language, 1 1-2 ; Music. 1 ; first
and second Mental Arithmetic, each, 2 hours a week.
SECOND DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Reading, two hours a week. Intermediate Reader com-
pleted and reviewed. 2d term, 5th Reader to lesson 23d,
Page 121. Frequent drill on introductory exercises. Ques-
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tions on the meaning of all reading lessons. Punctuation
marks. Diacritical markings.
Spelling, one and one-sixth hours a week. Speller to Chap-
ter 40th, Page 1 nth. Words occurring in lessons from all text-
books used. Special attention to be given to the spelling of
geographical names. Other common words.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Frequent
mental exercises in combining small numbers. Practical Arith-
metic to Art. 2626., Page iSSth, omitting "Decimal Weights
and Measures." Give frequent application and illustrations
other than those found in text-book.
Mental Arithmetic, three-fourths of an hour a week. Text-
book to Lesson 40th, Page noth.
Geography, one and one-quarter hours a week. Intermedi-
ate Geography to Page 54th. Thorough knowledge of Lati-
tude and Longitude to be taught with the globe.
Draw N. E. States from memory.
Language and Composition, one hour a week. Work of 3d
division continued in same manner. Parts of speeeh defined
according to the Grammar used in first class. Construct sen-
tences. Correct errors in the use of language. Letter writing.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading, two hours a week. 5th Reader to lesson 61st,
Page 221st. Other work as in 2d class.
Spelling, one and one-sixth hours a week. Speller to Chap-
ter 50th, Page 130th. Other work as in 2d class.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Practical
Arithmetic to Art. 320th, Page 230th. Review all 2d class
work.
Mental Arithmetic, one hour a week. Mental Arithmetic
to lesson 48th, Page 133d.
Geography, one and one-half hours a week. Intermediate
Geography to Page 76th, reviewing previous work.
Language and Composition, one hour a week. Work of 2d
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class continued. Construct sentences. Correct errors in use
of language. Short Compositions on familiar objects. Letter
writing, giving special instruction in regard to dating, ad-
dressing and signing, also the correct method of superscribing
the envelope.
Oral Instruction on the parts of speech and their uses, differ-
ent kinds of simple sentences and their analysis.
Grammar, one and one-third hours a week. Text-book
commenced. Parts of speech and their modifications, omitting
the properties of the verb, other than person and numbers.
Analysis of Simple sentences.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing Books,
Nos. 3 and 4.
Oral Instruction, one hour a week. Leading points in U.
S. History,' as discoveries, the Revolution, the Rebellion,
Presidents, sketches of prominent men as Columbus, Franklin,
Washington, King Philip, Patrick Henry, William Penn, etc.
City and State governments. Subjects treated of in the first
eight chapters of the "Manual of Commerce.'/
Devotional, one hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the
apportionment of time shall be as above except first class Men-
tal Arithmetic, 2 ; second class Mental Arithmetic, 1 1-3; first
Spelling, 1 1-2 ; first Geography, 2 ; second Geography, 1 1-2;




Reading, one hour a week. 5th Reader continued. Ques-
tions on the meaning of all reading lessons. Occasional read-
ing from papers, and books other than the text-book. Punctua-
tion marks. Sounds of vowels and consonants. Diacritical
marking thoroughly reviewed.
Spelling one hour a week. Speller to Part 3d. Spelling
of words occurring in all lessons. Special attention to be given
to the spelling of geographical names. Common and familiar
words.
Arithmetic, two and one-third hours a week. Practical
Arithmetic to Art. 385, page 266, omitting Decimal Weights
and Measures. Frequent applications and illustrations aside
from the text-book. Thorough practice on the fundamental
rules
.
Mental Arithmetic, one-half hour a week. Mental Arithme-
tic to lesson 52d, page 144. Review tables thoroughly. Fre-
quent mental exercises in combining small numbers.
Geography, one and one-sixth hours a week. Intermediate
Geography completed and reviewed. Map-drawing,—conti-
nents. United States.
Grammar, one and one-sixth hours a week. Correction of
errors in the use of language, construction of sentences, analy-
sis and parsing. Text-book to be used with the class.
Physiology, one hour a week. Cutter's 1st Book, to Chap-
ter 19, page 89. Comparative Anatomy and Appendix to be
read and explained.
History, one hour a week. Campbell's Concise U. S.
History to Period 5th, page 169.
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FIRST CLASS.
Reading, one hour a week. See directions for 2d class.
Spelling, one hour a week. Complete the Speller. Other
work same as 2d class.
Arithmetic, two and one-third hours a week. Practical
Arithmetic completed and reviewed. Other work as in 2d
class.
Mental Arithmetic, one-half hour a week. Completed and
reviewed. Other work as in 2d class.
Geography, one and one-sixth hours a week. Review
Geography.
Grammar, one and one-sixth hours a week. .See directions
for 2d class.
Physiology, one and one-half hours a week. Cutter's 1st
13ook completed.
History, two hours a week. Campbell's U. S. History
completed.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Language and Composition, one hour a week. Ten decla-
mations a year, selections to be made from standard literature.
Ten compositions upon variety of subjects, including bio-
graphical and historical sketches. Frequent exercises in the
variation of the structure and phraseology of sentences. Let-
ter writing to take the place of composition three times during
the year.
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Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing Books'-,
Nos. 4 1-2 and 5.
Oral Instruction, five-sixths of an hour a week. City, State,
and National governments. Elements of the various sciences.
Manual of Commerce.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year,
the apportionment of time shall he as above except the 1st and
2d Arithmetic, 2 1-2 each; 2d Mental Arithmetic, 1 ; 1st and
2d Geography, i 1-2; 1st and 2d Grammar, 1 1-3 each; 1st
History, 2 1-2 ; 2d History, 1 2-3 ; 1st Physiology, 2 ; 2d Phy-




PUBLIC 80H00LS OF PORTSMOUTH,
The schools in this city shall be classed and divided as fol-
lows :
High, Ungraded, Grammar, Intermediate and Primary-
schools ; the last three of which shall consist of two divisions
each, and shall be called the ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th
Grades, respectively. Each division shall have two classes,
and may be allowed two years to complete its work.
DUTIES OF THE MASTER.
1. The Master of the ist division in each ward shall act as
a supervisor of the grades above mentioned.
2. He shall make such regulations for the discipline and
government of the several grades as he may deem proper,
subject to the approval of the Committee.
3. He shall mark out the course of study, and the limits of
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instruction in every branch for the several grades and classes,
which shall be uniform throughout the city.
4. He shall secure uniformity in methods of instruction, as
far as practicable or useful, and see that no text-books are used
in schools except such as are prescribed by the Committee.
%. He shall see by frequent examinations, that the regula-
tions are carried into effect, and that the instruction is efficient
and thorough.
6. He shall have charge of and be responsible for the order
in the school-yards and outbuildings.
7. He shall have power to suspend any pupil who may be
guilty of a flagrant breach of the law, such as truancy, or re-
bellion, in any division under his charge, until such pupils
shall be reinstated or expelled from school by the Committee.
8. He shall examine and send to the proper grade all pu-
pils desiring admittance to school provided such pupils shali
first have obtained a permit in writing from the chairman of
sub-committee.
9. He shall make the examinations for promotion unless
the district committee otherwise order. Promotions shall
be made at the commencement of the Fall and Winter terms,
and at no other time except by advice and consent of the dis-
trict committee.
10. He shall devote at least one hour of every school day
to the examination of the attendance, the discipline and meth-
ods of instruction, the sanitary condition of the school rooms
and yards, the progress of the several classes in each
study ; and shall make such suggestions to the sub-teach-
ers as in his opinion will improve and elevate the several
schools under their charge.
11. He shall have a book, furnished by the Committee and
open at any time for inspection by them, in which shall be
kept a record showing the whole number and average number
in each division, the deportment of each pupil, also the aver-
age of daily attendance and percentage of daily attendance for
each month, together with such other information relating to
the several schools as the Committee may wish to have re-
corded.
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12. He shall, on the first of every month, report to the
chairman of sub-committee, in writing, a summary of the
above named record.
13. All work on reports or the filling up of blanks, shall be
done out of school-hours.
14. He shall appoint stated or occasional meetings of the
sub-teachers for the purpose of consultation, or for instructing,
advising or aiding them in their various duties in the school
room.
General Regulations.
1. Those children only who have been vaccinated and who
are upwards of five years of age, shall be allowed to attend the
Public Schools.
2. All the school-rooms shall be opened and the teachers
present at least fifteen minutes before the time for the session
to begin, both morning and afternoon. The scholars shall be
in their seats and the teacher open the services precisely at the
prescribed hours, and no pupil shall be allowed to enter school
during the exercises.
3. All the Schools except the primaries will be required to
keep the same number of hours during the week.
The hour of commencement in all the schools except the
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i st, 5th and 6th Divisions, shall be nine A. M. and two P. M.
The sessions to be continued till twelve M., and till five P. M.,
except during the months of October, November, December,
January, February and March, when they will close at four
o'clock, P. M.
The sessions of the first (Master's Division) shall commence
at 8:30 A. M., and 2 P. M., and continue till 12 M., and 3
P.M., during the six months above mentioned, and during the
remaining five months the morning session shall commence at
8, and the afternoon session shall close at 3 130.
The session of the fifth and sixth divisions shall commence
at 9 A. M., and 2 P. M. The sessions to be continued till 12
M., and 4 130 P. M., except during the months of October,
November, December, January, February and March, when
they will close at 4 P. M.
4. In each school there shall be, daily, an exercise in vocal
music and some gymnastic exercises : and each school shall
have such recesses as may be deemed expedient by the prin-
cipal teacher of the school ; but such recesses shall not occupy
more than twenty minutes to each session, including the time
of going out and coming in ; and during school hours no pupil
shall be allowed to go beyond the limits of the school ground,
without special permission of the teacher.
5. It is recommended to each teacher to give frequent and
thorough reviews of the subjects taught, with exercises and il-
lustrations aside from the text-books.
6. The term of employment of teachers, unless otherwise
limited, shall in all cases cease with the end of the school year in
which their service begins, and can be extended only by a new
election ; but every teacher shall be liable at anytime, to trans-
fer, change of salary, or termination of employmeot, by action
of the Board ; and no teacher shall claim, or receive more of
the annual or other salary prescribed, than the pro rata portion
thereof due for the period of actual service.
7. They shall give at least one month's notice of their in-
tention to resign.
8. A register shall be kept in every school, in which shall
be recorded the names, ages, date of admission, half-daily ab-
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sence, tardiness and dismissals of the scholars. Each recita-
tions shall be marked on a uniform scale ; deduction shall be
made for imperfect lessons, and the balance, at the end of each
month, will determine the rank.
9. A written excuse shall be required for each absence or
lardiness, from the parent or guardian of the pupil. Every
pupil, in order to obtain a dismissal before the close of the ses-
sion, must bring a sufficient excuse therefor in writing, and
obtain the consent of the teacher at the opening of the session,
and a separate excuse will be required for each dismission.
10. And in case any pupil be absent or tardy more than
one quarter of the school days of one term, such pupil may be
degraded to a lower class.
11. Each school shall be daily opened with the reading of
a portion of the Holy Scriptures, to be followed by the Lord's
Prayer.
12. When any scholar has been absent ten half-days or
more, within a month, or has become unnecessarily irregular
in attendance, played truant, or in any respect behaved in a
disorderly manner, after reasonable admonition and correction*
the teacher shall report such pupil to the Master who shall at
his discretion make report to the chairman of sub-committee,
and the pupil if so reported, shall not be again admitted to any
public school in the city without a written order from the
chairman of the sub-committee that have charge of the school.
13. The general examination of schools by the Committee
will immediately precede the close of the Winter term, and
the semi-annual examinations of pupils by the Master, for pro-
motion, shall be made immediately after the close of the Fall
and Spring terms.
14. Teachers shall be allowed one-half day in each term,
to> visit other schools, for the purpose of observation and com-
parison, after making arrangements satisfactory to the Master
and chairman of sub-committee.
15. The order of exercises of every division shall be given
to the Master, and by him to the chairman of the General
Committee during the first week of every term, and as often
thereafter as it may be changed.
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16. Teachers shall give their personal attention to the pres-
ervation of order in the entries and on the stairs, when pupils
are filing in and out at the opening and closing of the schooJ
and at recesses.
17. No playing shall he allowed in any school-building.
iS. No advertisement shall he read or distributed in any
school, nor shall any public entertainment be announced with-
out special permission from the Committee.
19. Every school-room shall be furnished with a thermome-
ter and the temperature kept as near 6S degrees as practicable.
20. Any pupil who shall cut, or otherwise injure any
school-house, or injure any fence, trees, or out-buildings be-
longing to the school-grounds, or shall write any profane or
obscene language, or make any obscene pictures or characters
on any school premises, shall be liable to suspension or expul-
sion.
21. Every pupil, on leaving school, shall obtain a discharge
therefrom in writing, which shall be given by the principal
teacher when the reasons for leaving are satisfactory ; no pupil
leaving any school in the city shall be allowed to become a
member of any other public school, without first presenting
such discharge, or by order of the General Committee.
22. No child shall be allowed to attend any public school
unless cleanly in person.
Terms and Vacations.
The school-year shall be divided into three terms.
1. The Fall term shall commence on the Monday preccd-
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nig September ist, and close the last week day preceding
Christmas ; this term shall include a vacation of three days,
viz. Thanksgiving day and the two days immediately follow-
ing.
VACATION EIGHT DAYS.
2. The Winter term shall commence on the first week-day
following January ist, and continue until the first Saturday in
April.
VACATION ONE WEEK.
3. The Spring term shall close on the Saturday nearest July
ist.
Vacation.
4. The above shall include all of the regular Vacations ex-
cept Washington's Birthday, Fast Day, and Memorial Day.
Books Used.
Hillard's Readers, Town & Holbrook's Progressive Speller,
Greenleaf's Arithmetics, Guyot's Geographies, Campbell's
Concise History United States, Goold Brown's First Lines in
Grammar, Swinton's Language Lessons, Cutter's First Book
in Physiology, and Spencerian System of Penmanship, New
Series.
A copy of these regulations shall be kept in every school-
room, and the teachers shall make themselves familiar with
them, and see that they are faithfully observed.





Sec. 1. The regular meeting of the Board of In-
struction shall be held on the first Wednesday eve-
ning of each month at half-past seven o'clock.
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of each member of
the Board to become as well acquainted as possible
with the condition of all the schools and with the
methods of instruction and the standard of the best
schools in other places.
Sec. 3. In addition to the committees having
charge of the school Districts there shall be elected
by the Board a committee of three for the schools of
each grade, the primary, the intermediate, the gram-
mar, the ungraded and the high schools.
Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of these committees
to make themselves familiar with the course of study,
the teaching and the discipline in their own grade,
and to make a written report to the Board at the end
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of each Fall term, giving a full and exact statement
of the condition of the schools of that grade through-
out the city, with any suggestions or criticisms in re-
gard to the teachers, the classes, or the course of
study.
5. At the regular meeting of the Board of In-
struction in the month of July, the Grade Committees
shall report the names of all the teachers then con-
nected with the schools under their care, whose re-
election for the ensuing year they recommend. The
Board shall then proceed to the election of each
teacher by ballot, and seven votes shall be necessary
to elect. In each case, when the Grade Committee
does not so recommend, an examination shall be or-
dered.
6. Whenever a vacancy occurs among the teach-
ers, an examination, open to all applicants, may be
held in the High School building and conducted by
the examining committee. Notice of such an exami-
nation shall be published at least one month previous-
ly and shall include a statement of the studies and
how far in each study the teachers for each grade
shall be examined.
7. These examinations shall give special promi-
nence to questions relating to teaching ; shall be
marked on a scale of 100 ; shall be conducted by
numbers instead ofnames ; and all the papers relating
to them shall be preserved, and at all times open to
the Board.
8. In making appointments from the various ap-
plicants, the Board shall have regard to attainments,
experience, testimonials and character ; shall give the
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preference, other things being equal, to those already
teachers in a lower grade, and to those who are grad-
uates of our own schools, and who are graduates of
some Normal or training school. As soon as the ex-
amination papers are laid before the Board, it shall
proceed to the election of a teacher or teachers ac-
cording to the provisions in Section 5.
9. In case of the sudden illness or necessary ab-
sence of any teacher, the Master in that district may
furnish a supply for a period not exceeding three
days ; if the absence is prolonged, notice shall be
given to the sub-committee, who shall appoint a
teacher for the temporary vacancy, subject to the
confirmation of the Board,—but no teacher shall
in any case hereafter be confirmed until an examina-
tion is held, by the direction of the Board, as pro-
vided in Section 6.
10. No charges shall be entertained against any
teacher in the employ of the city, unless they are in
writing, signed by responsible and interested persons,
and setting forth the specific causes of complaint.
11. An annual examination to fill vacancies, open
to all applicants, shall be held in the High School
building the first Wednesday in August. Such an ex-
amination may be ordered at any time at the discre-
tion of the Committee.

A FULL RECORD OF
Punctual Attendance
OF THE
CHILDREN OF THE SEVERAL SCHOOLS
District !N~o. One.
The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
tardy during the year ending Dec. 31st, 1878.
Edith Clark Abbie F. Parchley
Carrie Cate Mabel Perry
Nettie E. DeRochemont Lizzie A. Rand
Emma A. DeRochemont Hattie A. Seavey
Calvin D. Lear Carrie Wain
Charles G. Lovell Harry Boynton
Edith N. Dixon Albert H. Entvvistle
Emma F. Lord Morris Lamprey
Lizzie F. Lydston Frank W. Moses
Lizzie F. Mclntire Harry M. Tucker
Ernest A. Trefethen
The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
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pupils have been neither absent nor













































































































































































The following named pupils have been neither absent nor




































































The following have been neither absent nor tardy for one































































































Grammar, Intermediate d Primary Schools.
District No. One.
No. of Pupils enrolled
74
Average Monthly Membership 483
Average Daily Attendance 422
Per cent of Attendance 93.
Number of Tardinesses r 934
Number of Dismissals 69S
Whole number of different pupils attend-
ing during the year 566
District No. Three.
Number of Pupils enrolled 388
Males 255
Females 173
Average Monthly Membership 384
Average Daily Attendance 352
Per cent of Attendance 96.
Number of Tardinesses 2037
Number of Dismissals 77S
Whole number of different pupils attend-
ing during the year 502
QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION
Candidates for Teaching.
The following questions were submitted to applicants for
the position of Master in the Second District, August 20, 1S7S :
Arithmetic.
1. In what order would you present to your pupils the fun-
damental ruies of Arithmetic including Notation and Numera-
tion ?
2. What methods would you adopt in teaching Addition
and Multiplication?
3. What instruction would you give about carrying in Sub-
traction ?
4. Would it be advisable to require pupils to commit to
memory the multiplication table as far as 10 times 20? If not,
why ?
5. State briefly what you know about the material system
of weights and measures, omitting the tables.
Perform the following examples by analysis where practi-
cable.
6. A can do a piece of work in 6-J of a day, B can do it
in 1 1-3 days, and C in 4-5 of of a day. How much longer
will it take C to do the work alone, than it does A and B
working together ?
7. If 6 men in 8 days working ten hours a day, can cut 40
acres, how many men in 12 days, by working S hours a day,
can cut 96 acres?
8. What will the bricks cost at $7 per M to construct the
walls and bottom of a cistern whose inside dimensions are 8 ft.
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by 8 ft., 6 feet deep, the walls and bottom to be i ft. thick?
9. What will the difference between the true and bank dis-
count of a note for $90.50, due Feb. 9, 1S62, and discounted
June 15, 1 86 1 ?
10. If I sell 1-3 of a lot of goods for $9.00 and thereby lose
25 per cent, for what must I sell the remainder to make S 1-3
per cent, on the whole ?
11. I bought coffee at 30 cts., what must be the marking
price that will allow a discount of 25 per cent., and still give
me a profit of 20 per cent, on purchase price?
12. The extreme end of the minute hand of a town clock
moves forward 19 inches in 12 minutes. How long is the
minute hand?
13. The eaves of the house are at the same height and 30
feet apart, the ridge pole is 12 ft. higher than the eaves, and
just midway between them. The house is 40 feet long. How
many shingles will it take to cover the roof, if each shingle




Which of the two methods do you prefer for the study
of geography and why ? (1.) To begin at home and teach
carefully whatever is within the observation of the pupils and
then pass from the near to the more remote until the whole
surface is studied, or, (2.) To give early in connection with
object teaching, a conception of the great earth and its far-
away places, with their different plants, &c.
2. How can the best results in geography be secured in our
elementary schools in the time usually given to this study?
3. Why is it important to study the relief of a country?
4. What would be your aim in requiring map drawing
from your pupils ?
5. Mention some illustrations which you might use to lead
children to think of the earth as a vast globe surrounded by air.
ENG. GRAMMAR AND LITERATURE.
1. What is the difference between a relative pronoun and a
personal pronoun?
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2. From what source do all our irregular verbs, nouns, and
adjectives come?
3. Name such verbs as you recollect, that were formerly
irregular, but have now become regular.
4. Correct "None but he could ride that horse."
5. About what time, and by whom, was printing intro-
duced into England?
6. Name some English prose writers of eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, with some of their principal works.
7. Mention some authors from whose works you would
make selections for children to read.
PHYSIOLOGY.
1. Give some of the immediate and some of the remote ef-
fects of bad ventilation.
2. Explain as to a pupil the process of digestion.
3. Is it desirable for pupils to stay in the school-room dur-
ing recess? What reasons for your reply?
4. Describe briefly the principal parts of the eye.
5. Explain muscular contraction. Give examples of vol-
untary muscular action.
6. Explain as to a pupil the importance of thorough masti-
cation.
U. S. HISTORY.
1. When and where was the first permanent English set-
tlement made in America? The second? How did the peo-
ple making them differ in character and purpose?
2. Give cause and result of the French and Indian war.
3. Which do you consider the most important event be-
tween 1820 and 1830? Why?
4. When, by whom, and under what circumstances were
the slaves emancipated?
5. Where is Pittsburg and what gives it its historical im-
portance ?
GENERAL QUESTIONS.
1. Herbert Spencer says, "The teaching which gives tlie
most valuable knowledge is the same as that which best dis-
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ciplines the faculties of the mind." Do you think this is so, or,
not so, and why?
2. If you notice an unusual restlessness and idleness among
your pupils, what should you do to prevent it?
3. In teaching reading to very young pupils, what method
do you prefer ? And why ?
SPELLING.
i. Mention some of the methods you would adopt in con-
ducting recitations in spelling.
2. What modes, if any, would you inquire the pupil to ob-
serve in spelling?
3. Would you depart from the ordinary approved pronunci-
ation for the sake of indicating more clearly the orthographv?
4. How many times would you allow the pupil to try on
one word ?
5. What would you do should a pupil hesitate after spell-
ing one or more syllables of a word ?
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SUMMARY.
Whole number of pupils enrolled, 1902
Average number belonging to the schools, 1476
Average daily attendance, 1350
Average per cent, of attendance, 93.3
Number of pupils admitted to High
School from Grammar schools 44
Whole number admitted 45
Number of graduates from High School 18
Number of teachers regularly employed 38
Number of scholars per teacher in High School 32
Number of scholars per teacher in
Grammar Schools 40
Number of scholars per teacher in
Intermediate Schools 43
Number of scholars per teacher in
Primary Schools 43






At the annual meeting of the Portsmouth High
School Association held at Mercantile Hall, in June,
1878, the following officers were elected for the en-
suing year
:
President—W. H. Y. Hackett :
Vice Presidents—Rev. E. A. Rand, So. Boston,
Henry E. Barnabee, Boston, S. W. Clarke.
Mrs. C. C. Akerman, Miss Lizzie S. Pray.
Recording Sec y—W. R. Foster.
Cor. Sec'ys—Miss Mary W. Harratt, Carrie A.
Whitcomb.
Treasurer—Geo. E. Hodgdon,
Directors—C. A. Hazlett,P. D. Norton, E. H.
Hall, Miss Georgie Hill, Miss Edith Gerrish.


